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Issues that are all pervasive – hunger, environmental
degradation, sanitation, access to safe drinking water, right to
education, healthcare – issues that threaten mankind per se,
not differentiating between the East and the West, the haves
and the have-nots, or the industrial and the agrarian are
approaching a critical point. Unfortunately, mankind's
response to such self-induced threats, to date, has been
sporadic at best and rather unfocused.
The primary reason behind this looming crisis is the lack of
stewardship. Stewardship entails (among other things) the
building of bridges that link
the industrial and the
academic worlds, so that we
can work together to
address some of the
daunting problems that
humanity is currently
facing. There is no other
way to systematically
improve the living
conditions of those who are
poor and underserved, and
to ensure that the integrity
of the environment is
preserved in the long term.
How should we go about
achieving this cooperation?
Perhaps the key lies in
reaching a common understanding about what the term
“stewardship” really means. If we interpret it as the
responsibility of taking proper care of something belonging to
someone else, and if we adopt this idea as our guiding principle,
our most immediate challenge will be to explore how to
incorporate environmental stewardship into the practices
and policies that are commonly subsumed under the notion of
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR).

Fr. Principal and Chief Guest unveiling The Earth Summit Logo

School Of Engineering

Accomplishing something like this will be no easy task, since
it requires a truly global outlook that extends well beyond
quick fixes and short-term solutions. In order for such a
perspective to prevail, it will be necessary to creatively
combine industrial expertise and resources with academic
insights about the environmental, social and ethical
implications of corporate policies and decisions. This kind of
collaboration is absolutely essential, because the problems we
are facing are so complex that neither the industry nor the
academia can tackle them alone. The only way forward is to
create a unified response that
will genuinely reflect the
ideals encapsulated in the
term “environmental
stewardship”. If we manage
to do so, we will have
reason to hope that the
future will be cleaner,
greener, healthier and more
prosperous.
This conference seeks to
bring together participants
from the academia, the
corporate sector, NGO's
and government
institutions, in order to
initiate a conversation
about some of the critical
problems that we must
confront over the next few decades. We envision a broad and
constructive exchange of opinions, in which particular
attention will be devoted to issues related to alternative
renewable energy sources. This is an area where collaboration
between the various organizations represented at this
meeting can be especially fruitful, and it is our hope that such
interactions will begin to take shape during the conference.

Ms. Payel Motwani on a Debating Point
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Principal’s
Message

Dear Readers,
The Department of Environmental Studies of the St. Xavier's College has been in the forefront of
spreading knowledge and awareness since its inception more than a decade back and has
helped many a young minds become socially responsible, eco-enthusiastic, green citizens of
tomorrow. As part of this larger process, the department has been organising the SXC Global
Earth Summits, on Sustainability, Climate Change and Environmental Refugees and
Environmental Stewardship and Corporate Social Responsibility.
Perhaps in no time in recorded history, mankind has been faced with the enormous wrath of
nature as it faces now. Global Warming and Climate Change promises to reverse the wheels of
progress as the Mother Earth steadily sinks into a quagmire of toxicity. Our greed has brought
us here and it is time that we put our brains and hearts together to not only mitigate the adverse
effects that are becoming increasingly evident, but also find ways of reversing the trends that
have been set on motion.
This book titled "Modern Issues in Environmental Science" is an excellent example of the
teacher-student collaboration. This participative nature in general and creating this volume in
particular is indeed commendable. I am sure this book will initiate the young minds to be proactive in building a better tomorrow.
I congratulate the Head of the Department, Fr. Dr. S. Xavier, SJ and the faculty members of the
department who have worked tirelessly to give us such a product of global excellence and
relevance.
With Blessings and Good Wishes,

Rev. Dr. Felix Raj, SJ
Principal.

Editor’s
Message
Since its inception in 2000, the department of environmental studies
has kept to the expectations of the Supreme court of India “to spread
environmental education and create environmentally-conscious
citizens”. The department endeavours to highlight the modern day
environmental concerns and invites innovative response from the
student community to build an ecologically just society. One such endeavour of the department has
been organising the Global Earth Summits.
In the academic world, to create an impetus in the students becomes a challenging task and to make
them write articles demands a daunting task. My intention was to motivate the students that their
research and writing adds to their talents a new cap. when they come out with a degree from the
institute, just merely a certificate doesn't display their academic depth, but a publication in their
name surely speaks volumes.
I am sure this little exercise of writing articles will surely bring out the best in our students. It will
give the students a chance to “till and take care” and to work towards the well being of all, by making
a cleaner and greener world.
This volume is also a fine example of collaborative effort between those who impart and those who
imbibe knowledge in the hallowed portals of the college. This teacher - student participation is
indeed commendable as is evident from the thought and content presented here. This volume covers
the modern issues in the environmental studies, from Global Environmental Issues to EcoSpirituality.
I sincerely thank Rev. Fr. Dr. J. Felix Raj, SJ, the Principal of the College who has been ever
encouraging in his guidance and unstinting support.
I thank all the Vice Principals, Deans, Heads of Departments, Faculty members and all my young
students who have always extended their hands of support every time any help or assistance was
sought.
I would also like to thank the sponsors, namely, ITC Ltd. for co-hosting the previous Earth Summit,
and others for their generous support.

Rev. Dr. S. Xavier, SJ
Head
Department of Environmental Studies
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1. EVS IS NOT JUST A SUBJECT,
BUT A WAY OF LIFE?
Suchana Saha, and Triparna Maiti, BMM Department, IVth Semester
We start with a question- What is EVS? A subject to mug up notes and pour it on exam papers or
planting a tree on 22nd April? From our bookish knowledge all we know is that polar ice caps are
melting due to Global Warming, we need to stop cutting tress to save wildlife, population is
increasing, resources are decreasing and we need to act. But our actions are highly restricted to
getting marks in Environmental Studies exam and getting NSS credits. If we are not an activist or an
environmentalist or an E.V.S professor, we hardly know about our planet. Apart from the rise and
fall of the stock market or the glitz and glamour of media or the incessant fights between political
parties we have no knowledge of our environment.
Is EVS a burden? The education system
including certain aspects of environment has
started in India as early as 1930. The aim was
to encourage awareness of the environment,
leading to informed concern for active
participation in resolving environmental
problems. The First Consultation on the
academic aspects of Environmental
Education (EE) in schools was organized by
NCERT on 13-14 February 2004 in New
Delhi. The second consultation on the
implementation of EVS in schools was held
on 13th March 2004. The main aim to
introduce EVS was to remind our common
duty of maintaining, protecting & improving the quality of environment, as a contribution to the
protection of human health and safeguarding the ecological balance. EVS also changed our attitude
and concern for other living things on earth. On 1st March 2012, NCERT said it plans to offer
environmental studies in an "infused model" rather than as a distinct subject. “The idea is to not
burden students with an additional subject," said Gagan Gupta, associate professor in the science
department at NCERT. Thus we no longer have EVS as a so called “Burden” at school levels, but it
will be included in our existing subjects.By including its components in existing subjects, not only
has NCERT done away with a subject, but also tried to render EVS more important. Suffusing it with
other subjects also means that the last-minute preparations that EVS was synonymous with, will no
longer work. "Students can no longer take EVS lightly for it will now be a component of all the
subjects that they are being marked for," said Jadhav, Environment Professor, Delhi University.
Every human being on earth is fighting for their survival. Poor are aspiring to become rich and the
rich are becoming richer whipping the backs of the poor. In this scenario nobody cares about the
amount of damage happening to our mother earth. Now, the question lies, if planting trees, reading
articles on environment aren't sufficient.... what should we do?
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We should change our mind. We need to think as a whole. Apart from "I, me and myself”, think in
terms of "US”. Planet earth is the only thing we all have in common; it's a mutual friend to all. Earth,
our mother is a part of us, and so is EVS. We are interdependent. We should be the changed one and
set the example how to bring about the change. We know that Drops of water makes an ocean,
similarly drops of concern can make an eco-friendly survival. The fundamental beliefs of our culture
about environment are quite self-centered. No amount of environmentalism can resist demolition if
a culture took the world for granted. We should learn from other cultures and communities and even
non-humans on how to participate in an ecosystem without destroying it. Their practice of
environment does not include recycling or buying hybrid cars but considering the environment as
their own family.
Figure 1.1: Global Climate Related Disasters (1980-2011)
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Source: http://www.ritholtz.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2011/10/catastrophes.png

The most important issue that has been hindering the very existence of life on earth is the extreme
climatic change. The reason behind the catastrophic change are the prolong activities of human race
for the past 100 years. Climatic change will wreak havoc on us by restricting our access to the basics
of life which include food, water, land and energy. Rising sea levels will in the next half-century
erase many coastal areas, destroying large cities, railroads, ports etc. Diminished rainfall and
prolonged droughts will turn once-verdant croplands into dust bowls, reducing food output. More
severe storms and intense heat waves will kill crops, trigger forest fires and cause floods. No one can
predict how much food, land and energy will be lost as a result of this onslaught. Though the
destruction has already been started with the increase in world temperature which resulted in
melting of Arctic ice and rising of sea levels we on the contrary are very reluctant to take any step.
2013 has been considered as the warmest year by the World Meteorological Organization (WMO)
chief Michel Jarraud.
Few disasters that took place in 2013 due to drastic climatic change and environmental degradation
are: Cyclone Phailin in Orissa, India, Flood Disaster in Uttarakhand, India, Typhoon Haiyan,
Philippines, Hurricanes Manuel and Ingrid , Mexico, Tornadoes in Oklahoma, Colorado, US Floods.
Year by year the amount of Arctic sea ice expands and contracts in the summer and winter months.
What can we do? We can be a concerned drop and bring about the desired change.
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Fig.1.2 : Arctic Glacier Melt (1979-2013)

Source: http://nsidc.org/arcticseaicenews/files/2000/09/Figure3.png

Figure 1.3 shows how much we do care about our environment Fig.1.3 : How embarrassed would you
if someone you admire found out
and the daily minimal crimes. We get embarrassed when a be
that you...
person is shoplifting but we behave casually when we let water
run while brushing our teeth. It's just the concern and attitude
for the environment, which can be achieved through
sustainable mentalities and not marks.
(http://agentnunn.blogspot.in/2012/11/is-failing-to-be-green-sameas-smoking.html )
EVS has never been boring, but we have made it so by
considering it as a subject. EVS gives us a chance to understand
our mother earth and become a part of it. To conclude we say, we should feed your mother so that we
are saved.
Shoplift

Got a DUI

Throw trash
out of your
car window

Drive a 13-14
mpg vehicle

References:
1. http://www.ces.iisc.ernet.in/biodiversity/sahyadri_enews/newsletter/issue22/art5.htm,
2. http://agentnunn.blogspot.in/2012/11/is-failing-to-be-green-same-as-smoking.html
3. http://articles.timesofindia.indiatimes.com/2012-03-01/news/31113426_1_environmental-studies-ncert-subject,
4. http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science_and_environment/
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Let water run
while you brush
your teeth

2. ACID RAIN: AN OVERVIEW
Rajlaxmi Sen, Nilanjana Rudra and M. Basu*
BMM, IVth Semester, St. Xavier’s College (Autonomous), Kolkata.
*Assistant Professor, Dept. Environmental Studies, SXC, Kolkata.
Abstract:
Among various climatic problems we are facing such as global warming, pollution, soil erosion. One
of the major problems is acid rain.Acid rain is a form of precipitation, which is generally acidic in
nature. It is usually caused by the emission of hazardous gases in the form of industrial waste, car
fumes, and many more. The acid present in the atmosphere reacts with the water in the form of
clouds and precipitates as acid rain. Various methods and solutions are introduced so that the
hazardous effects can be ceased.
1. Introduction
Acid rain is any form of precipitation like rain,
snow, fog, etc. which is acidic in nature. In
other words it possesses hydrogen ions at a
high level and it has a pH value less than 7.
Clean or unpolluted rain is acidic in nature as
it has a pH value of 5.7, because of the
atmospheric carbon dioxideand water as
moisture react together to form carbonic acid,
a weak acid.
H20 (L) + CO2 (G) H2CO3 (AQ)
This carbonic acid reacts with various gases
such as sulphur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide and
becomes more acidic in nature.

Fig 2.1: The Process Of Acid Rain Affecting The Environment.

2. Objective :
Our purpose is to have an overview of the problem including the causes, effects with a case study
and suggests some possible solution to decrease it.
3. Causes of Acid Rain:
Acid rain can be cause both naturally and also by human interference. Artificially, it is caused by the
emission of gases like sulphur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide that reacts with the water molecules and
becomes acidic in nature. Naturally, nitrogen oxide can be produced naturally by lightning strikes
and sulphur dioxide is produced naturally by the volcanic eruptions. The acids in acid rain can lead
to peeling of paints, corrosion of bridges and other steel structures and erosion of stone statue. When
the gases are emitted into the air they react with water vapour, oxygen (O2) and the other gases
present in the atmosphere in the form of sulphuric acid (H2SO3), nitric acid (HNO3) and ammonium
nitrate (NH4NO3). Thereafter the acids pour over large areas because of the patterns of wind flow and
thereby affect the plants, animals, infrastructure, etc.
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4. Effects of Acid Rain:
Acid rain can have harmful effects on plants, aquatic life and infrastructures. If proper measures are
not ensured, such phenomenon can then lead to disastrous effects.
4.1 On Plants:
Acid rain can significantly impact on forests. As acid rain falls on the trees it
can lead to loss of leaves, damage of barks and decrease the growth of the
plants. By damaging the parts of plants it is making them more prone to
diseases, extreme temperature and microbes such as bacteria. Acid rain
falling on forest soil is also very harmful as it disrupts the soil nutrients, kills
micro – organisms in the soil and can lead to calcium deficiency. Damage of
forests caused by acid rain is visible all over the world. In Germany and
Poland almost 50% of the forests are damaged and in Switzerland 30% of the
forests are damaged.
Fig 2.2 : Plants Losing Its
Nutrients Due To Acid Rain.

4.2 On Aquatic Life:

Acid rain is also affecting the aquatic setting as it pours directly on them.
Though acid rain falls on larger water bodies and is diluted. But acid
deposition if increases, it can lower the overall pH value of the water body making in more acidic and
effecting the aquatic life.
Acid deposition can cause clay soil to release aluminum and magnesium ions making it further
acidic in nature. If the pH value of a water body decreases to 4.8, its plants and animals faces risk of
death. If is estimated that around 50,000 lakes in United State and Canada have a Ph value of 5.3 i.e.
below normal.
4.3 On Infrastructure:
Acid rain has a great impact on
architecture because of its ability to react
with certain materials. When acid rain
falls on a building made up of limestone
especially it reacts with the minerals
present in the stones, corrodes them
causing it to wash away. This is also
known as 'stone cancer'. Acid rain also
corrodes buildings, cars, railroads
tracks, airplanes, steel bridges and
pipes.
5. Case Study Tajmahal, Agra, India :
In the M C Mehta vs Union of India&
Others case, Writ petition (civil) no.
13381/ 1984,the advocate M.C Mehta
filled a petition as public interest
litigation regarding the effect of

Fig 2.3 : Hazardous Gases Emitted By The Industries.
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pollution on Tajmahal and
expressed grave concerns
about the threat to the
deteriorating beauty of
Tajmahal by acid rain. This
is caused by emissions
generated by coke or coal
consuming industries
having damaging effects
on Tajmahal. Chemical
industries and the
refineries at the Mathura
are the major source of
damage to Tajmahal. The
Fig 2.4 : The Effect On Tajmahal
sulphur dioxide
discharged by the Mathura refinery combines with the moisture (H2O) in the air and form sulphuric
acid, which reacts with white marble and produces a corroding effect. Refineries emission, bricks,
vehicular traffic and generator sets are responsible for Taj Trapezium (TTZ). The court took action
against this matter in January 1993. After examining the reports, evidence and taking every material
on records. According to court, industries in TTZ are active contributors of air pollution, which leads
to acid rain. Further more Tajmahal is a cultural heritage, is an industry itself. Around 2.5 million
tourists come to visit Tajmahal per year. It is a source of income for the country. The court observed
the petition for more than three years with a motive of protecting and preserving the Tajmahal from
the deterioration and damage due to acid rain.
6. Remedial Measures:
Acid rain has its adverse effects on the atmosphere. It is affecting human health as well. The
governments are introducing various solutions. New energy producers are required to clean the
smoke stacks by using scrubber, used to trap sulphur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide and other pollutants
that are released into the atmosphere. Natural gas should be used as industrial fuel instead of the
hazardous fuels.
Lastly we should follow the sustainable development. The development of industry is important for
the country as well as the environment. The pollution is created, as a consequence of the
development. This should support the carrying capacity of the ecosystem. We should hence follow
the “Precautionary Principle” of the Rio Declaration.
Through this case study we came to know how acid rain is affecting the Tajmahal. So we should also
have to outline the precautionary measures to protect other monuments like Victoria Memorial in
Kolkata, Washington monument in Washington, etc.
References:

1. http://agritech.tnau.ac.in/environment/envi_pollution_globalwarming_acidrain.html
2. http://geography.about.com/od/globalproblemsandissues/a/acidrain.htm
3. http://environment.nationalgeographic.com/environment/global-warming/high-cost-coal/
4. http://greenliving.lovetoknow.com/Causes_of_Environmental_Degradation
5. http://object.cato.org/sites/cato.org/files/serials/files/regulation/1990/1/v13n1-5.pdf
6. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Acid_rain
7. http://www.jeb.co.in/journal_issues/200801_jan08/paper_02.pdf
8. http://www.epa.gov/acidrain/education/teachersguide.pdf
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3. GLOBAL WARMING FACT OR FICTION?
Shayom Satuluri, Arpan Mitra and S. Xavier*
BMM, IVth Semester, St. Xavier’s College (Autonomous), Kolkata.
*HOD & Assistant Professor, Dept. Environmental Studies, SXC, Kolkata.

“The conversation on global warming has been stalled because a
shrinking group of denialists fly into a rage when it's mentioned”
- Al Gore.
Global Warming, as we all know, is a worldwide phenomenon that is believed to have the ability to
wipe out all forms of life from this planet. Standing here at the brink of the 21st Century, with all our
new forms of communication, we know that Global Warming is occurring. In fact, it is happening as
we speak. Not only do we know that Global Warming is happening, but we also know that it may
just cause an irreversible change to our planet; a change that might just throw the whole equation of
life and death off balance. The chances of such a tragedy transpiring seemed so high that we, we
humans the most intelligent of species took it at face value, not even bothering to look into the facts
and figures. Is the Earth really getting hotter? Are the Polar ice caps melting due to this heat? And if
the Earth is in fact getting hotter, is it happening because of us humans or is it just because of
increased solar activity. The answer to all these questions may just be beyond the scope of our
research document, but what we aim to accomplish by the time the readers have reached the end of
this write-up is to have understood or at least realized that everything might not be just what it
seems.
1. Concept of Global Warming
Global Warming is a
phenomenon that occurs in
the Troposphere. When we
burn fossil fuels we emit
gases that are known as
Greenhouse Gases. Carbon
Dioxide, Carbon Monoxide,
Nitrous Oxide and Methane
are some Greenhouse
Gases. Funnily enough,
Ozone is also a Greenhouse
Gas, but the fact is that, the
Ozone that is present in the
Stratosphere is not just
beneficial but of vital
importance to the survival

Figure 3.1 : Greenhouse Gases Concentration

Source: http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/hats/overview.html
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of life on our planet. The Ozone Layer is a blanket shield
that protects the Earth from the direct and harmful UV
rays of the Sun. But when we humans engage in activities
that result in the emission of ozone into the Troposphere,
it has a detrimental effect on our planets health. We do
not do any good to ourselves by emitting Ozone into our
Atmosphere because it heats up the Earth in the same
way as Carbon Dioxide. As we burn fossil fuels we emit
large amounts of Greenhouse Gases into the atmosphere.
And as the amount of Greenhouse Gases in the
Atmosphere increase, so does the amount of heat it traps.
Figure 3.2 : Atmospheric CO2 Concentration (PPM)

2. Impacts of Global Warming
As more heat is trapped, the temperature of the Earth becomes hotter. This increase in the
temperature of the Earth causes the large masses of ice at the poles to melt. As the ice caps melt, the
sea level rises. And because of this rise in the sea level, low lying lands are being over taken by the sea
and numerous flora and fauna are being displaced or even destroyed. Another big effect of Global
Warming is its impact on the climate around the World. Seasonal patterns are becoming erratic and it
is raining when it shouldn't and staying dry when it should. Precipitation patterns have also
changed as rainfall more often occurs in large amounts over a short period of time rather than the
other way round.
2.1 Extremes in Rainfall Patterns
A Nature Climate Change paper study taken up by Stanford University, USA, evaluated how the
characteristics of wet spells, with days of heavy rain, and dry spells, with little or no rain, had
changed between two 30-year periods, 1951 to 1980 and 1981 to 2011. The study found that when
compared to 1951-1980, the intensity of rainfall during wet spells was significantly higher during
1981-2011. At the same time, dry spells had become 27 per cent more frequent during the latter
period, which had twice as many years with three or more dry spells as the former. (Source:
http://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/energy-and-environment/extremes-in-monsoon-rainfall-growingstudy/article5962767.ece ,The Hindu, May1, 2014. P-13)
The following extract is from an article that was published in the Kolkata edition of The Statesman on
the 19th of March, 2014. The article is titled "Flooding, migration foretold for Asia" is written by Tom
Bawden and deals with the possible effects of Global Warming and Climate Change.
2.2 Coastal System and Low-Lying Areas
The report predicts that by the end of the century "hundreds of millions of people will be affected by
coastal flooding and displaced due to land loss". The majority affected will be in East Asia, Southeast
Asia and South Asia. Rising sea levels mean coastal systems and low-lying areas will increasingly
experience submergence, coastal flooding and coastal erosion.
2.3 Food Security
Relatively low local temperature increases of 1 degree C or more above pre-industrialized levels are
projected to "negatively impact" yields if major crops such as wheat, rice and maize in tropical and
temperate regions. The report forecasts that climate change will reduce median yields by up to 2 per
cent per decade for the rest of the century-against a back drop- of rising demand that is set to increase
by 14 per cent per decade until 2050.
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2.4 The Global Economy
A global mean temperature increase of 2.5C above pre-industrial levels may lead to global aggregate
economic losses between 0.2 and 2.0 per cent, the report warns. Global GDP was $71.8 trn in 2012,
meaning a 2 per cent reduction would wipe $1.4 trn off the world's economic output that year."
3. Mitigation Strategies To Reduce Global Warming
While Global Warming is real and the Earth is getting hotter, some people have chosen to ignore it
while some, including world leaders have collectively decided to take action against this menace.
Possibly the most important legislation that has been passed with the objective of mitigating global
warming is the Kyoto Protocol that was framed in 1997. According to the UNFCC website, the
Protocol "recognizes that developed countries are principally responsible for the current high levels
of GHG emissions in the atmosphere as a result of more than 150 years of industrial activity, and
places a heavier burden on developed nations under the principle of 'common but differentiated
responsibilities'.
Fig. 3.3 : Impacts Of Natural Disasters Since 1992

4. Public opinion on Global Warming
Global Warming, as these facts and figures have clearly shown, exists. It is not a modern day myth
but an uneasy, or inconvenient truth. The world is getting hotter and if we do not realize and act
against it then a day will come when life on our planet will be no more. What is most distressing is
that a fair amount of people from all over the world do not believe that the world is getting hotter or
believe that the rise in world temperature is not because of us humans. The two graphs below go a
long way to supporting this claim as we show you what the people of one of the biggest and most
advanced nations in the world have to say about it.
14

Fig. 3.4 : Public Perception Of Scientific Agreement

Proportion of Climate Scientists That Think Global Warming Is Human-Caused

(Source: http://environment.yale.edu/climate-communication/files/
ClimateNote_Consensus_Gap_May2013_FINAL6.pdf)
Fig. 3.5 : Global Warming And Climate Change

Fig. 3.6 : The Co(a)st Of Global Warming

Source: The Economic Times, 15.11.2013

Source: The Economic Times, 27.08.2013

5. Conclusion
To conclude, we would like to say that in spite of a small yet considerable section of the world
population unwilling to believe in Global Warming, our more responsible citizens are taking an
initiative to ensure that the world does not get hotter. The path to a cooler Earth will not be easy, it
will have ups and downs like any journey is bound to have, and in the mean time we can choose to do
two things. Firstly, we could choose to believe that Global Warming is a myth and criticize those who
are working to stop it, or we could take an active part in this global project by striving to ensure that
our children have a world to live in, trees to climb and fruits to eat.
Reference

Marlon, J.R.,Leiserowitz,A., and Feinberg,G. (2013) Scientific and Public Perspectives on Climate Change. Yale University. New
Haven,CT: Yale Project on Climate Change Communication.
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4. OZONE DEPLETION –
AN INFECTION THAT GROWS
MORE AND MORE VIRULENT.
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1. Introduction
Ozone is a gas made up of three oxygen atoms (O3). It occurs naturally in small (trace) amounts in the
upper atmosphere (the stratosphere). The stratospheric "good" ozone acts as a shield and protects
life on Earth from the Sun's ultraviolet (UV)
radiation. In the lower atmosphere (the Fig.4.1: Creation Of Ozone In The Stratosphere
troposphere) near the Earth's surface, ozone is
UV radiation causes
The split atoms collide with
oxygen molecule to split
oxygen molecules
created by chemical reactions between air
in two oxygen atoms.
forming ozone.
pollutants from vehicle exhaust, gasoline
vapours, and other emissions. At ground level,
high concentrations of this tropospheric "bad"
ozone are toxic to people and plants and is
Source: http://www.cmmap.org/
considered to be a pollutant.
2. History
The ozone hole : A hole in the protective ozone layer has been formed over Antarctica. It was
discovered in 1985 by British scientists Joseph Farman, Brian Gardiner and Jonathan Shanklin of the
British Antarctic Survey. The ozone 'hole' is a reduction in the concentrations of ozone high above
the earth in the stratosphere. The ozone hole has steadily grown in size (upto 27 sq. km.) over the past
two decades. Though ozone has depleted over other areas too, the decrease is maximum over
Antarctica due to cold conditions which cause ice crystals and an air circulation pattern over
Antarctica called the Antarctic Polar Vortex
Fig.4.2: The Ozone Hole Over The Past 10 Years which traps a large amount of ozone and
ozone-depleting substances over Antarctica.
Dobson Unit (DU) : A unit of measurement for
the total amount of ozone in the atmosphere
above a point on the earth's surface, one
Dobson unit is equivalent to a layer of pure
ozone 0.01 mm thick at standard temperature
and pressure. The Dobson unit is named after
Gordon Dobson and is measured with the help
of 'Dobson Spectometer'.

Source: http://ozonewatch.gsfc.nasa.gov/
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3. Causes
Ozone depleting substances (ODS) such
as Halon, Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs),
Carbon tetrachloride, Methyl chloroform,
Hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs),
Hydrobromofluorocarbons (HBFCs),
Methyl bromide, Bromochloromethane
(BCM) and Nitrogen oxides break down
the ozone in the stratosphere. They are
widely used in refrigerators, airconditioners, fire extinguishers, aerosol
sprays (for perfumes, deodorants, etc.), in
dry cleaning and as solvents for cleaning.
4. Impacts

Fig.4.3: Chlorine-Catalyzed Ozone Depletion Mechanism

Source: http://www.learner.org/

A) Public health : Ozone depletion in the stratosphere will result in more UV radiation reaching the
earth especially UV-B (290-320 nm). These radiations can increase the chances of skin cancer,
cataracts and destroy the immunity system in humans.
B) Biotic communities : Ozone depletion will result in decrease in their population of
phytoplanktons (sensitive to UV exposure) thereby affecting the population of zooplankton,
fish, marine animals, in fact the whole aquatic food chain. Ozone depletion will also decrease the
yield of important crops like corn, rice, soybean, cotton, bean, pea, sorghum and wheat.
C) Economy : Ozone layer depletion leads to a situation where the agricultural products may be in
turn be a loss to farmers. The regions affected by ozone may not be suitable for flying of planes.
Hence disturbing the airways industries as well. Since the flora and fauna is lost in affected
regions, unfortunately if it would be a tourist spot then tourism industry will also incur loss.
D) Environment and climate : Depletion of ozone layer will cause UV rays to directly reach the
earth's surface making it too hot and thus causing global warming which will in turn lead to the
melting of ice sheets and glaciers leading to rise in sea levels and consequent submergence of
coastal lowlands. It is also believed that depletion of ozone will increase levels of hydrogen
peroxide which will ultimately induce acid rains.
5. Mitigation
1. Substitutes for CFCs : HCFCs (hydrochlorofluorocarbons) are substitutes for CFCs. They also
cause ozone depletion but are far less harmful than CFCs.
2. Responsible behavior : It is in our hands to save the ozone layer from depletion. We must buy
products that are ozone friendly or CFC free. So, the next time we buy spray cans, refrigerators,
air conditioners or fire extinguishers, we should look for CFC free labels.
3. International conferences : Since air belongs to every country, all the countries must unite and
fight ozone destruction together. Conferences an conventions are thus very useful for saving the
ozone layer.
The Montreal Protocol has been one such major convention that wanted to save the ozone layer.
The Montreal Protocol : "The Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer" was held
on March 2, 1985. The Vienna convention urged nations to voluntarily take measures to reduce
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emission of ozone-depleting substances (ODS). The Vienna convention needed a push in order to get
the world more serious about saving the ozone layer. So, the Montreal Protocol took place. The
Montreal Protocol on Substances That Deplete the Ozone Layer is an international treaty which was
opened for signature on September 16, 1987 and came into force on January 1, 1989. Since then, it has
undergone five revisions in 1990 (London), 1992 (Copenhagen), 1995 (Vienna), 1997 (Montreal), and
1999 (Beijing). In these revisions an effort has been made to accelerate the phase-out schedules for
ODS and to add additional ozone depleting substances to the list that has to be phased out.

Fig.4.4 : Effetive Chlorine (All Substances In The Atmosphere)

(Source: CSIRO Marine and Atmosphere Research (http://www.environment.gov.au/)

6. Conclusion
There is no doubt that the problem of ozone depletion exists and deserves extensive research and
attention. With the release of each and every CFC, our ozone layer takes one small step towards its
destruction. The effects of ozone depletion are real and of great global significance and still new
problems are arising that need to be addressed. Illegal trading of CFCs has become a serious issue in
the fight against ozone depletion and it is important that we as individuals educate ourselves of the
truths concerning the depletion of ozone. If each human in this world would be willing to make a
small sacrifice for the greater good, the future of our ozone layer would undoubtedly be secure.
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5. OUR FUTURE IN HAZE
Debjyoti Saha, Mayukh Sengupta and S. Xavier*
BMM, IVth Semester, St. Xavier’s College (Autonomous), Kolkata.
*HOD and Assistant Professor, Dept. Environmental Studies, SXC, Kolkata.
As early as the 14th century saw the early emergence of what we now call SMOG, which tempted
Edward I to briefly ban coal fires in London. Now nearly all the cities face the same threat and enjoy
the pleasure of their own deeds of making “summer look like winters”.
The extensive outburst of harmful gases into the atmosphere, walking on paths of advanced
technologies has indirectly harmed the environment, its organisms (living, non-living) in short the
ECOLOGY.
Photochemical Smog is a type of air pollutant which forms when photons of sunlight hit molecules of
different kinds of pollutants in the atmosphere. It is caused by reactions between sunlight and
pollutants.

1. Events from the Past
LONDON SMOG

LOS ANGELES SMOG

COMPONENTS

CHEMISTRY

IMPACTS

COMPONENTS

1. Coal Smoke
(SO2)

So2+…

Bronchitis,
pneumonia
and respiratory
disorders due to
permanent lung
damage.

1. Auto Exhaust
(CO, NOx,
ROG)

2. Stagnant Air
(fog)

Æ
…

Absence of
significant
wind caused
unprecedented
accumulation of
pollutants.

2. Sunlight

Æ
H2SO4

CHEMISTRY IMPACTS
Nox* +
ROG** +
Sunlight

Asthma both in
adults and children,
pulmonary
emphysema (alveoli
being destroyed).

Æ
O
3
+
N
O
2
+
.
.
.Heavy fogs cover
the city during the
day. Acid rain is yet
another effect that
degrades heritage
monuments.

Reactive Organic Gas
*NoxÆ
Oxides of Nitrogen **ROGÆ

2. Sources of Smog
The main component of smog, comes from sources including power plants and factories, motor
vehicles (especially older diesel vehicles), and others. Particles may be emitted directly or form in the
atmosphere when other pollutants react.
3. Process of Formation of Smog
Atmospheric pollutants responsible for the formation of smog are released into the air when fuels
are burnt. When sunlight and its heat react with these gases and fine particles in the atmosphere,
smog is formed.
The two main components of smog that have adverse impacts are Ground level ozone (O3) and Fine
Particulate Matter (PMs). Ground level ozone and fine particles are in the air due to complex
photochemical reactions between volatile organic compounds (VOC), sulphur dioxide (SO2) and
nitrogen oxides (NOx).
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While nitrogen oxides and VOCs are produced biogenically (in nature), there are also major
anthropogenic sources (man-made) emission of both. Natural emissions tend to be concentrated
close to their source, such as a city. This causes an extensive amount of hot gases to be trapped in the
atmosphere causing an inversion in temperature.
Fig.5.2 : Temperature Inversion

Fig.5.1 : Photochemical Smog Formation
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(Source: http://www.eniscuola.net/en/air/contenuti/
air-pollution/graphs-and-tables/)

(Source: http://www.weatherquestions.com/
What_is_a_temperature_inversion.htm)

4. Smog as A “Negative Externality”
Smog can have an effect on the environment, on people's health and even on various materials. The
main visible effect is the brown haze that can be seen above many cities. The brown tinge in caused
by very small liquid and solid particles scattering light.
4.1 Human Health: We, as humans, can live a few days without food and water, but can only live a
few minutes without air. While the effects of smog vary according to factors such as age, state of
health, time of exposure, and dosage, the general symptoms include coughing, sneezing, headaches
and hoarseness of the throat, nose, and eyes, and constrictions of the chest. These effects are all
considered to be short-term in that once exposure ceases, the symptoms are no longer present.
Unsurprisingly, most acute effects of smog are related to the respiratory system. The lung's ability to
resist a disease is decreased and illnesses, such as bronchitis and emphysema, can be aggravated.
Likewise, while some VOCs were found to be carcinogenic, the main problem with VOCs was its
role in the formation of ground-level ozone. While continuous research is being made as to link the
long-term effects of smog to human health, scientists in general have agreed on several findings. By
and large, children, asthmatics, people with chronic respiratory or pulmonary and heart disease,
and the elderly are the most susceptible to air pollutants.
4.2 Agriculture and Forests: The adverse effects of smog are not limited to humans alone. As it turns
out, plants are perhaps more sensitive to air pollutants than humans. Perhaps the greatest damage
has been from ground-level ozone and PAN. Entering leaves of plants from the stomata during
normal gas exchange, both ground-level ozone and PAN can cause discoloration, damage, and loss
of leaves-reducing photosynthesis by as much as 50%. Consequently, the plant's ability to store food,
grow, and reproduce is hindered.
In a forestry aspect, smog incurs a cost on the existence value of trees and wild plants. In Los Angeles,
smog was attributed to the deaths of 50% of trees in nearby areas. As it perhaps can be predicted, the
monetary costs of the loss of forests are difficult to measure, if measurable at all. Yet, it may still be
worthwhile to keep in mind the option value benefits, non-consumptive use benefits, and existence
value of forests, when making a balance sheet of costs and benefits of reducing smog.
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4.3 Transportation: Probably the most affected after humans is aviation and rail traffic. Due to
higher smog concentrations in the region of flights, they are delayed practically all the time.
Case Study - Iceland Volcanic Eruption
Iceland Volcanic Eruption caused in the year 2010, in south-west Iceland, which is considered
a hotspot for volcanoes due to being an area where the tectonic plates are pulled apart. Though
considered a minor volcano on Icelandic terms, was notable because the volcanic ash plume
disrupted air travel in northern Europe for several weeks.
The second phase of the eruption resulted in an estimated 250 million cubic metres of ejected
tephra. The ash plume rose to a height of approximately 9 kilometres, which rates the
explosive power of the eruption as a 4 on the Volcanic Explosivity Index. It caused over 500
people to be evacuated immediately, resulted in temporary water level and temperature rise
of the river water.
According to the International Air Transport Association (IATA) estimated that the airline
industry would lose about $200 million a day. The total loss incurred was assumed to be
around US$1.7 billion over six and a half days. Over 95,000 flights had been cancelled which
had later risen to 107,000 over the 8 day period. Even minor touring companies had suffered
losses of 4-5million euros.
Initiatives were taken in order to compensate the loss to an extent where “volcano tourism”
quickly sprang up, where local touring agencies offered day trips to see the volcano.
4.4 Economy:
Smog has a very significant impact on the economy as well. Extensive smog makes it difficult for the
tourism companies which form the main form of income for some countries. Due to reduced
visibility transport agencies also incur losses affecting tourism again. For countries that have an
exporting business is unable to export products such as food, rubber and even flowers of proper
quality due to the increased amount of smog in the atmosphere affecting the soil.
5. Mitigation
The 1990 Clean Air Act established a comprehensive approach to reducing the widespread "criteria"
pollutants, which include the ozone, nitrogen oxides, and particulates in smog. EPA sets national
standards for criteria pollutants, and the states must take action to ensure that the standards are met.
Areas that fail to meet the standards for at least one criteria air pollutant are called "nonattainment
areas."
Innovative approaches are being taken by local governments across the country to reduce air
pollution in nonattainment areas. These include: banning charcoal barbecues and wood burning in
stoves or fireplaces when pollution levels are high; developing programs to encourage carpooling
and voluntary "ozone actions"; restricting traffic in congested areas; expanding or improving public
transportation systems; requiring employers to contribute to employee mass transit costs; assessing
"smog fees" on cars in proportion to the number of miles driven and vehicle emissions produced; and
even buying and scrapping older, "super-dirty" cars.
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6. RISING POPULATION:
THE PIVOTAL ISSUE
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Abstract
Human overpopulation takes place when the number of human beings in a group exceeds the
carrying capacity of the particular region that is occupied by the group. The factors contributing
towards overpopulation are decline in mortality rates, increase in natality rates, increase in
immigration leading to unsustainable biome and depletion of resources. The population underwent
a massive growth after The Great Famine and Black Death that took place in 1350, the population
was near 350 million back then. The estimates has started going up ever since and today it has
reached a value of over 7 billion as estimated on March 2012 by United States Census Bureau. The
annual birth rates were highest during the 80's with the figures rising up to 138 million. These figures
are expected to remain somewhat constant at their 2011 level of 134 million. On the other hand the
number of deaths are 56 million per year, and are predicted to rise to 80 million per year by 2040.
1. Introduction
Population can be defined as the summation of all the living organisms capable of inter breeding,
in a given geographical area. The rise in human population has been one of the biggest concerns
since the last few decades. In the following paper we will be dealing with the causes of
overpopulation, the way in which it affects the people as well as the environment and the various
few ways that could be taken to tackle the problems faced as a result of overpopulation.
2. Causes
i) Lack of Family Planning
Many developing or underdeveloped countries have large number of people who are illiterate,
there are people who live below the poverty line and have little or no knowledge about family
planning. They get their children married at an early age which in turn increases the chances of
producing more kids. They are yet to understand the harmful effects of overpopulation. Many
are unaware of the necessity of population control, lack of education remains the most vital
reason for this. Many aren't aware of the consequences of overpopulation, especially in rural
areas.
ii) Decline in Mortality Rate
The decline in death rate as compared to birth rate is another reason for overpopulation. It is seen
that with the advancement in the medical and technological fields there has been many
discoveries of life-saving drugs helping man to conquer life over death which has started
increasing the birth rate over a long period of time.
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iii) Desire for a Male Child
There are still many uneducated sections of our society that desperately crave for a male child, if
there is a tendency of a child birth. The families are often not fully satisfied until a baby boy is
born.
iv) Immigration
People from other land move in to a particular land either for employment issues or for the sake
of survival, thereby increasing the population of that area and causing overpopulation.
v) Improvement in Medical Facilities
After the industrial revolution technological advancement in the field of medical science has
proved to be a blessing as well as a kind of curse for the environment. Almost every disease is
curable now so there is less number of deaths, fertility is cured so there is more number of babies
born. So, the death rate falls and the birth rate increases.
3. Impacts
i) Depletion of Natural Resources
Rise in population has led to urbanization which has further resulted in a rise of human wants.
The demand has highly increased and the supply is limited. For satisfying the needs of the
growing population trees are being cut down, forests are being cleared, wild animals are being
hunt down in a regular basis, which in turn is causing a lapse in the balance of nature, pollution
and depletion of natural resources. More people are migrating to the cities for their livelihood.
The cities and towns are expanding in all dimensions leading to unplanned urbanisation giving
rise to slums, narrow roads, poor sanitations, inadequate supply of food and water with poor
health hygiene.
ii) Environmental Degradation
With the increase in number of people the use of coal, petrol, CFCs also increases thereby
polluting the air. Global warming is caused by excess amount of carbon dioxide in the air. This
environmental pollution might also result in melting of polar ice caps, change in climatic
patterns.
iii) Unemployment Issues
With the rise in population jobs will fall short as compared to the large number of people. There
will be fewer jobs for a large number of people and hence problem will arise.
iv) Issues on Cost of Living
With the ever increasing difference between demand and supply the cost of living grows higher.
This means the rich would grow richer and poor people would be poorer, this might give rise to a
conflict as well.
4. Assuagement to Overpopulation
i)

Widespread Education
To bring about social change education is must. Educating the people would help them
understand the urgent need to have one or two children in the family at most. Families should be
discouraged to have three or four children even if they are going through a hard time. Education
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on family planning and efficient way of birth control would help women make their own
reproductive choices.
ii) Awareness Regarding Family Planning
As overpopulation has been a serious environmental issue for the last few years it is of an urgent
need to spread awareness about the necessity among. People must be educated about safe sex
techniques and other contraceptive methods for avoiding unwanted pregnancy.
iii) Benefit on Taxes
Government of various countries have to come up with various tax related policies to check
overpopulation. Some of them might include lowering of income taxes for married couples with
single or two children. Due to human inclination towards money benefits on taxes have high
chances of producing positive effects.
iv) Introduction of Sex Education
Sex education should be made compulsory for children at elementary level. Most parents feel
shy in discussing matters related to sex due to which children and teens end up looking up such
issues on the internet or discussing things with their peers. The lack of knowledge regarding
contraceptives and other birth control measures results in the embarrassment of sexually active
teenagers while seeking information for the same. It is hence necessary for the parents to shed
their prejudices and make their children aware of sex education.
5. Case Studies
i) The Japan Scenario
India was the first country to come up with the concept of launching a national programme,
which was done on 1952. This was done to give emphasis on family planning and use it as a
measure to control the birth rates. Yet, after 1952 there were sharp declines in death rate, without
a similar decline in the birth rates. According to the National Health Policy, 1983, the level of total
fertility rate would be replaced by the year 2000.
On May 11, 2000, the estimated population of India is 1 billion, which is 16 percent of the world's
population. If the rise continues as it is now, India might overtake China in 2045 as the most
populous country in the world.
Among the many programmes started, National Family Welfare Programme has achieved quite
a few of the goals it aimed, half a century after it was introduced:
1. The crude birth rate has been reduced from 40.8 in 1951 to 26.4 in 1998.
2. The total fertility rate has been reduced from 6.0 in 1951 to 3.3 in 1997.
3. Nearly reaching the achievement of universal awareness about the necessity and the methods
of family planning.
The National Population Policy was started aiming certain demographic goals for 2010 some of
them are as follows:
1. Reducing the infant mortality rates below 30 per 1000 live births.
2. Achieving universal immunization of children against all vaccine preventable diseases.
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3. Delaying marriage for girls, not earlier than 18 years of age, preferably after 20 years.
4. Promote family planning and norms of small family for achieving replacement levels of TFR.
Most of the plans of the National population policy were introduced with the initiative of
spreading education, making affordable reproductive and child health services widely
available, delaying the marital age of women. Most of the plans are for a greater change which
would help in controlling the rising population and minimizing the harmful effects caused by it.
The plans of the National Population Policy have the chances of succeeding, only if they are
pursued as National Movement.
6. Conclusion
Issue of overpopulation should occupy a key position in the national planning and policy. Emphasis
to be given in its meaningful implementation in order to strike a balance between the resources we
are endowed with and our needs so as to prevent or postpone the acute shortage of resources and
other harmful consequences in the near future for us as well as the generations to come.

Table 6.1 : Global Population Growth
YEAR

Population

Time taken (In Years)

1804

1 billion

(1804)

1927

2 billion

(123)

1960

3 billion

(33)

1974

4 billion

(14)

1987

5 billion

(13)

1999

6 billion

(12)

2011

7 billion

(12)
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1. Urbanization History
Urbanization can be defined as a process of settling in a relatively small area by large number of
people, forming cities. The term 'urbanization' represents the level of urban development relative to
the overall population. It is a great historical transformation that is fast replacing the rural culture.
The significant shift from the rural areas to large cities is a result of many historical changes over the
years. History dates back to the time when people roamed about in search of sustenance. They would
gather edible plants, fished and hunted till they had exhausted the place for the time being and then
move to another place temporarily. Eventually the people came out with simple tools and
information on how to farm animals which led to the permanent settlement of the people in one place.
Soon village formed. At around 5000 years ago human developed innovations such as irrigation,
metallurgy and animal-drawn plows. These developments led to increased production of food which
allowed people to make their living in other way. They started engaging in other non-agricultural
activities such as pottery, weaving, etc and could sell or exchange with others for the surplus food. As
a result commerce developed and cities began to form, which were pre-industrial in nature.
After the onset of the agricultural and industrial revolution in the late 18th century, industrial cities
began to form. Between 1700 and 1900, increasing number of people moved into cities resulting in an
urban revolution. People started migrating to urban areas from the rural areas for better facilities,
better living, and better infrastructure. Due to urban areas having more resources which include
power among many others, the rural segments suffered. More and more people started shifting to
urban areas for a better life but as the urban population is increasing it is also bringing in a lot of
problems along with it. Since then the rate of urban population growth is increasing making the rural
area's population low. Concentration of population brings in major problems of cities such as
accommodation problem resulting into the growth of slums. They together with the urban
population exploit the natural resources that our ecosystem has to offer.
2. Causes of Urbanization
There are many reasons which led to urbanization.
∑
The second world war resulted in the expansion in government services.
∑
During the partition of India, at around 14 august 1947, some people migrated from Pakistan
adding on to the population.
∑
The industrial revolution also led to migration of people to urban areas.
∑
The Eleventh five year plan that aimed at urbanization for the economic development of India
welcomed in more people.
∑
People often migrate to urban areas for better livelihood and for better economic opportunities.
∑
Infrastructure facilities also attract people for a comfortable life.
∑
The growth of private sectors after 1990, attracted a great portion of the population leading to a
major urban population rise.
3. Impacts of Urbanization
Development of urbanized cities gave way to positive impacts and negative impacts
simultaneously.
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3.1 Positive Impacts
The process of urbanization improved the quality of life in terms of transport, medical facilities,
∑
shelter, and education and in many other ways that made life comfortable.
∑
Urbanization has led to the development of efficient transportation facilities like railways, ships,
planes allows us to travel to other countries.
∑
The industrial process made work more systematic, decreasing the production time and
increasing the product supply. This effected the economy.
∑
The medical sector has improved in leaps and bounds increasing the lifespan of people in tenfold.
∑
Improved system of education system is present in the urban areas right from prekindergarten all
they up to post-graduate. Night schools are also set-up to accommodate those who cannot study
during the day because of work. Due to the educational facilities student are better prepared and
are able to develop a mind of their own.
∑
Proper well structured shelter allows people to settle under a strong roof making their life more
secure and stable. A well defined basic structure allows them to feel safe from all the threats of life.
3.2 Negative Impacts
∑
Increased migration of people from rural areas to urban areas resulted in overpopulation.
∑
Overpopulation which leads to lack of space for settlement led to slum. The census defines a slum
as “residential areas where dwellings are unfit for human habitation” because of cramped,
unclean, poorly ventilated and dilapidated conditions, or “any combination of these factors
which are detrimental to the safety and health”
∑
Most of the people live a poor quality of life with no electricity, proper water-supply and cooking
gas.
∑
The water they fetch is not fit for drinking as the water is contaminated and contains many
diseases that cause death, especially to the children. Since they do not have proper sanitary
systems, it is full of mosquitoes. The water that they use contains trash and other human disposal.
∑
The slums have small space, dirty floor and poor ventilation. Lack of restrooms leads them to
catch harmful diseases which at times cannot be cured. This effects the children most leading to
huge mortality rate on them. Poor sanitation has also caused children to get parasitic worms. In
India, 15 hundred thousand children die each day due to diarrhea and every 15 seconds a child
dies because of water related diseases. Due to the lack of adequate disposal systems the waste
they produce and live with also harms the environment leading to the breaking up of epidemics.
∑
Industrial plants use large quantities of water, coal, minerals etc to build their products without
much thought to the consequences. As a result we are left with water pollution, air pollution, and
sewage sludge.
∑
Instead of lands being devoted to growing plants or conserving wetlands, forests, etc. we build
more and more cities with little consideration for green pockets. This results in depletion of soils
and more often than not, renders the land infertile and barren.
∑
Urbanization leads to change in lifestyle and consumption pattern, which leads to increased
demand for water. As number of people in urban area increases, so does the demand for food and
hence for irrigation in agricultural areas close to cities.
∑
The demand for water quickly overcomes the supply. Poor water management practices causes
local water shortages. Inefficient water distribution system is another major source of water loss.
∑
Water scarcity is closely linked with water quality. Freshwater lakes and rivers provide
affordable and easy accessible water, but uncontrolled discharge of domestic sewage and
industrial effluents has left many urban rivers heavily polluted and their water is unsafe for use.
∑
Since the water becomes polluted with dust and industrial runoff, it also impacts rain due to
water condensation. The rain water we witness in cities is not clean and thus can harm us.
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4. Urbanization Growth
1) As per 2001 census, Mumbai is the largest metropolis by population in India. As seen in the graph,
it stood at 12.5 million whereas Delhi and Kolkata were 11 million and 4 million respectively.
2) As per 2011 census, Mumbai increased in population by 3.1 % ( Three Lakh and Eighty Seven
Thousand Five Hundred) whereas Delhi and Kolkata 4.1% ( Four Lakh and Fifty One Thousand)
and 2 % (Eighty Thousand) respectively.
3) It is estimated that by 2015, Mumbai will stand at a population of 25 million, Delhi and Kolkata at
16 million each.
5. Mitigation
The planning commission of the Indian government is carrying out certain measures to reduce
urbanization such as: (a) Creating employment, (b) Opening up hinterlands
It has classified the cities based on economic momentum into national priority cities, state priority
cities and spatial priority urbanization regions and the small towns, which serve the rural
hinterland. It has also recommended providing opportunities for the growth of small and
intermediate level towns so that the migration rush is reduced in the metropolitan centres.
The Commission recommended the amelioration of urban poverty on par with rural poverty. To
achieve this end, the government should strive to increase the income and reduce unemployment;
provide basic services including shelter, water supply and sanitation; improve public distribution
system; and extend social security with the involvement of non-governmental organizations.
The most important recommendation of the National Commission on Urbanization was the
involvement of people in urban development and management through improvement in the
structure and working of local bodies, urban community development programmes, mandatory
public hearings before finalization of any plan, involvement of non-governmental organizations
and creating National Urban Council for citizens' action, which should be reviewed periodically.
Ever since the Rio Declaration, India's status as a signatory to a number of environment related
agreements has improved environmental performance in some areas the most significant being
reduction in emission of pollutants and Green House Gases by motor vehicles.
The Constitution 74th Amendment act has opened up opportunities for the devolution of governance
to the lowest political sector of society.
Increased consumption pattern of the resources are increasing the demands of the resources. These
demands resulted in the increased price rates of the basic needed resources which makes it difficult
for the lower-income groups to meet. As the standard of living increases it becomes a challenge for
the slum dwellers and other lower-income groups to survive leading to an increased crime rate. Can
we actually blame or accuse those people committing crime who are provoked by hunger and lack of
opportunities promising a better livelihood?
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1. Oil Exploration History
When asked what his favourite word was, Isaac Newton said Energy. Much is to be taken from this
insight of Newton. Our world runs on energy and coal and oil form the major energy producing
natural resources today. Oil has become in its own right – a necessary evil, a double edged sword and
an elixir that is killing slowly.
∑
1859 - Edwin Drake drilled the first successful oil well in Pennsylvania, U.S.A. striking oil at
a depth of 69.5 feet, launching modern oil industry.
∑
1891- First submerged oil wells drilled from platforms built on piles in the fresh water of
Grand Lake St. Mary's in Ohio, U.S.A.
∑
1896- First submerged oil wells in salt water were drilled in the portion of the Summerland
field, under Santa Barbara Channel, California, U.S.A.
∑
Credit for the development of pipeline transport is disputed, with competing claims for
Vladimir Zhukov and the Branobel Company in the late 19th century, and the Oil Transport
Association, which first constructed a 2-inch wrought iron pipeline over a 9.7 km track from
an oil field in Pennsylvania to a railroad station in Oil Creek, in the 1860s.
2. Causes of Oil Spills
Oil drilled from wells has to be transported to refineries to be converted into finished products. This
is most commonly done using pipelines, trucks, trains or oil tankers. Pipelines are generally the most
economical way to transport crude or refined oil and natural gas over land. Soany leakage from these
pipelines can result in oil catastrophes. Oil spills into rivers, bays, and the ocean are caused by
accidents involving tankers, barges, pipelines, refineries, and storage facilities.
Spills can be caused by -human carelessness, faulty and rickety equipment,disasters like hurricanes
or deliberate attacks by wars, vandals or terrorists

The most prominent oil spills in history
OIL RIG SPILLS
∑
Lakeview Gusher, USA – 1910
∑
Ixtoc I, Mexico – 1979
∑
Gulf War Spills, Kuwait– 1991
∑
Fergana Valley, Uzbekistan– 1992
∑
Deepwater Horizon, USA– 2010

TANKER ACCIDENT SPILLS
∑
Amoco Cadiz, France – 1978
∑
Atlantic Empress, Trinidad & Tobago – 1979
∑
Castillo de Belever, South Africa– 1983
∑
Exxon Valdez, USA – 1989
∑
ABT Summer, Angola – 1991

Oil spills have been occurring ever since oil has been drilled. Not all oil spills result in catastrophic
disaster or loss and neither is every spill documented. Some spills are so marginally small that they
have virtually no impact on the environment or on the industry. However spills occur regularly in
parts of the world where oil is drilled. It actually occurs at very alarming rates in some places such as
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in Colorado, USA which saw more than one oil spill a day in 20131. So oil spills are effectively
damaging when either they occur frequently or largely at once (for example during leakage from oil
tankers shipping oil from rigs). The two most high-profile oil spills in our history have been the B.P.
oil spill of 2010(Deepwater Horizon)and the Exxon Valdez oil spill of 1989.
3. Case Studies
3.1 Deepwater Horizon (Oil Exploration and Drilling Accident)
On April 20, 2010the Gulf of Mexico experienced an explosive blowout of the British Petroleum(B.P.)
operated Macondo oil well, which caused the Deepwater Horizon; one of the world's most advanced
oil rigs ever built, to sink to the bottom of the sea. The initial explosion took 11 lives. The spill, in fact,
went toe to toe with the Exxon Valdez oil spill within days and soon became the largest marine oil
spill in history. Not just that, the oil continued to gush up to the sea floor for 87 days, till the source of
the spill was capped on July 15. Around 5 million barrels of oil was discharged during this
catastrophe. B.P. failed to contain the flow of oil for several months and on September 19 declared the
2
spill to be capped but certain reports indicate that the site is still leaking oil . Around 9:45 pm, on that
disastrous day, high-pressure methane gas from the well expanded into the drilling riser and rose
into the drilling rig, where it ignited and exploded, devouring the entire base. Unfortunately, 126
crew members were on board: seven BP employees, 79 of Trans ocean and employees of various
other companies were victimized.
That was not all of it. The sky became target for the raging flames that shot from another rig, the
Q4000, which was burning oil and gas collected from a separate line attached to the busted blowout
preventer. In the vicinity, were two shrimp boats pulling fire boom which burnt oil skimmed from
the surface, creating a circumventing wall of flame and a towering plume of greasy, black smoke.
The country had already spent billions of dollars but millions of barrels of light, sweet crude were
still snaking toward the barrier islands, marshes, and beaches of the Gulf of Mexico. Since the early
2000s, reports from industry and academia warned of the increasing risk of deepwater blowouts, the
fallibility of blowout preventers, and the difficulty of stopping a deep-water spill after it started—a
special concern given that deep-water wells, because they're under such high pressure, can spout as
much as 100,000 barrels a day. In fact, when the spill occurred, BP's response fell well short of its
claims. Scientists on a federal task force said in early August that the blown-out well had disgorged
as much as 62,000 barrels a day at the outset— which was a gigantic flow rate, but far below BP's
worst-case scenario.
A massive response ensued to protect beaches, wetlands and estuaries from the spreading oil
utilizing skimmer ships, floating booms, controlled burns and 1.84 million US gallons (7,000 m3) of
Corexit oil dispersant. Due to the months-long spill, along with adverse effects from the response
and clean-up activities, extensive damage to marine and wildlife habitats, fishing and tourism
industries, and human health problems have continued through 2014. In 2013 it was reported that
dolphins and other marine life continued to die in record numbers with infant dolphins dying at six
times the normal rate. 3, 4
1. Matt Herner, The Huffington Post, ‘Colorado saw more than one oil spill a day in 2013’ (taken at 17:00, 06/02/2014)
(http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/01/16/colorado-toxic-release-tracker_n_4604678.html)
2. Rocky Kistner, The Huffington Post, ‘The Macondo Monkey on BPs Back’(taken at 17:00, 06/02/2014)
(http://www.huffingtonpost.com/rocky-kistner/the-macondo-monkey-on-bps_b_988262.html)
3. Deep water Horizon oil spill (taken at 17:00, 06/02/2014)
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deepwater_Horizon_oil_spill)
4. Joel K. Bourne, Gulf of Oil Spill, National Geographic(taken at 17:00, 06/02/2014)
(http://ngm.nationalgeographic.com/2010/10/gulf-oil-spill/bourne-text)
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3.2 The Exxon Valdez Oil Spill (Oil Transportation Accident)
Just after midnight on March 24, 1989, Exxon Valdez, an oil tanker of the Exxon Shipping Company,
struck against Bligh Reef in Prince William Sound, Alaska and emerged as the worst oil spill in the
history of the United States of America, at the time. The spill resulted in a loss of about 11 million
barrels of oil which caused one of the most devastating man-made environmental disasters ever
recorded. The spill hit 1300 miles of coastline in Alaska. This incident ruptured the natural
biodiversity of the water, and destroyed several fisheries.
According to the WWF, the initial toxic sweep killed around 250,000 seabirds, 4,000 sea otters, 250
5
bald eagles, and more than 20 orca whales.
An unknown number of salmon and herring were also killed during the incident. Sea otters and
ducks continue to die by digging for food in the oil and releasing buried in the process
The officials had 11,000 member crew remove oil from the beaches till 1994 when all efforts were
stopped because it was believed that oil had begun to disintegrate at a high and would be gone
within a few years. But they were wrong. More than 21,000 gallons of crude oil remains in the area
and it has been detected as far as 450 miles away from the spill site in Prince William Sound and it
continues to harm wildlife and the livelihoods of local people, according to conservation groups.6
4. Impacts
These two oil spills are only a part of a long history of spills that have resulted in losses for both the
environment and the industry. Nobody is a winner and the environment stands to lose the most from
oil spills as they have several adverse effects on the Biodiversity, the Environment and the Economy.
Here are few prominent examples of Biodiversity Impacts of oil spills from manyA) Sea birds are strongly attracted to oil and tend to get their wings covered in them and are then
unable to fly. They then try to eat the oil which poisons them and can kill them if not treated.
B) Sea otters have air holes on their body which allows them to float and survive in cold waters; if
covered in oil, they die of hypothermia or because of not being able to swim properly.
C) Oil spills affect all kinds of fish in the oceans and seas, poisoning them and doubly affecting
those that breathe through blowholes like the killer whale by blocking their blowholes. Small
microorganisms like plankton, and larval fish, as well as bottom-dwelling organisms like
oysters, seaweed, mussels.
D) Oil spills have a catastrophic Environmental Impacts as well. Oil forms a thick layer on the water
and blocks out light and so aquatic vegetation is not able photosynthesize due to lack of sunlight.
Oil spills thus disrupt the entire aquatic food chain in a very vicious way and this has massive
ecological effects on the entire planet. Oil spills similarly affect coastal marshes, wetlands and
mangrove forests as the oil is absorbed by the vegetation and causes damage to both the plants
wildlife. Oil spills also cause long term damage to the habitat and breeding grounds of aquatic
and semi-aquatic animals causing a kind of damage that may be immitigable.
E) An Economic Impact that oil spills have is on the local industries of tourism and fishing. Not
to mention the losses that the oil companies have to incur.7
5. Lessons Not Learned – 20 Years after The Exxon Valdez Disaster (A WWF publication).
© Scott Dickerson (taken at 20:00, 24/03/2014) (http://assets.panda.org/downloads/evos_final_report.pdf)
6. Christine Del’Amore, National Geographic News (taken at 17:00, 06/02/2014)
(http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2009/03/090323-exxon-anniversary.html)
7. Larry West, About.com, ‘How Do Oil Spills Damage the Environment’(taken at 17:00, 06/02/2014)
(http://environment.about.com/od/petroleum/a/oil_spills_and_environment.htm)
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5. Mitigation
All major corporations to prevent such a scenario have contingency plans in place in case of an oil
spill and there are four major elements to most contingency plans. Hazard identification is the first
step in which all information regarding the storage and transportation of oil is gathered, along with
data regarding weather. Then information regarding all resources and communities that could be
harmed from an oil spill is collected and this is known as vulnerability analysis. Then the risk is
assessed with the information gathered from the first two steps and it is determined as to how any
possible oil spill can be prevented from happening and also means of repairing the damage from any
oil spill that does happen. The final step is the development of response action to address the risks
identified in the risk assessment. These actions should take place immediately following a spill so as
to minimize hazards to human health and the environment.
Response Actions include a wide range of methods to control the oil spills. A few of them are enlisted
below:
1.
2.
3.
4.

By the use of booms which are floating barriers that contain oil.
By using skimmers which are boats that scoop up (skim) oil from water surface.
Sorbents which are big sponges are used to absorb oil.
Chemical dispersants and biological agents are used that break oil down into its chemical
constituents which dissolve in water
5. In-Situ Burning – The burning of freshly spilled oil while its floating on water surface
6. By using either low or high pressure hoses to wash oil off beaches
7. Vacuum trucks are used to vacuum spilled oil off of beaches as well as water surfaces
These are a few prominent methods and their use varies based on the circumstances of each event
such as the weather and amount and type of oil spilled, distance from the shore where oil spill has
occurred, presence of population and bird and wildlife habitats etc.8, 9
6. Conclusion
As it has become evident from the Deepwater Horizon tragedy, that despite advances in technology
there is no way to determine when an oil spill will occur and as such prevention becomes even more
important. Governments need to set better standards for drilling and transportation and
corporations need be more vigilant and monitor the daily activities of their concerns to prevent
outbreak of any major oil spill. However, this will continue to remain a short term solution to this
issue and our only respite may lie in alternative energy resources and technologies which if
implemented on a massive scale at a global level will result in the eradication of all the problems
related with petroleum, its drilling and transportation and the entire industry as a whole.

8. US Environmental Protection Agency(taken at 17:00, 06/02/2014)
(http://www.epa.gov/emergencies/content/learning/pdfbook.htm)
9. Office of response and restoration(taken at 17:00, 06/02/2014)
(http://response.restoration.noaa.gov/training-and-education/education-students-and-teachers/how-do-spills-happen.html)
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Abstract
We are all familiar with the names: tsunami and earthquakes; as big as they sound, as commonly as
they are heard and as impactful as they are. Tsunamis are basically a series of large water waves and
are caused mostly by seaquakes (underwater earthquakes), coastal landslides, volcanic eruptions
and man-made stimulus like nuclear tests. The smashing force of the water wall travelling at a high
speed and the draining of the large volume of water from land to sea, carrying a large amount of
rubble with it, which in turn causes great devastation to life and property. They are coordinated
globally by the World Meteorological Organization (WMO).There are some warning signs such as
bottom pressure sensors and road signs of an awaiting tsunami, and mechanized systems which
provide warnings instantaneously after an earthquake in time to rescue lives. In this article we talk
about the wreckage caused by Tsunami and its mitigation measures, as the saying goes “prevention
is better than cure “.
1. Introduction
Tsunami is a series of large water waves which roots by the disarticulation of a body of water due to
some disturbance caused underneath an ocean or a large water body. Though its damage is
restricted to coastal areas, but enormous tsunamis can destroy an entire ocean basin. It is caused
mainly due to natural causes such as a seaquake (an underwater earthquake), volcanic eruptions,
landslides or man-made causes like a nuclear weapon test.
The wave length of a tsunami is far much longer than a normal sea wave. It consists of a number of
large waves with periods ranging from a few minutes to a few hours and this series of waves is
known as wave train which keeps originating from the point of origin, the cause of it being a
prolonged event.
2. Etymology
'Tsu' means harbour and 'nami' means wave, harbour waves or storm waves. Tsunami initially
resembles a rising tide and hence was given the name of tidal waves but this term is not preferred by
scientists as it has nothing to do with the tides. The waves generated by tsunami and tides shift
inland, but in tsunami, the inland progress of water is much dominant and lasts for a longer period,
which gives the notion of an exceedingly high tide.
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3. Origin
The principal generation mechanism of a tsunami is the displacement of a significant amount of
volume of the sea and is caused by the natural as well as man-made events mentioned above. Two of
the important and common way of its origin are:3.1 Seismicity
Tectonic movement of the plates causes abrupt deformation of the Earth's crust which leads to an
earthquake and when such earthquakes occur under a large water body, the water above it is
displaced from its equilibrium position giving rise to a tsunami. More specifically, a tsunami can be
generated when thrust faults associated with convergent or destructive plate boundaries move
unexpectedly, which results in water displacement, due to the erect component of movement
involved. Deformations due to normal faults also cause water displacement but the largest of such
events are too small to give rise to a major tsunami. The 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami was among the
deadliest natural disasters in till date with over 230,000 people killed in 14 countries adjoining the
Indian Ocean which was due to a seaquake.

Fig. 9.1: Illustration Of Tectonic Plate
Boundary Before

Fig. 9.3: Plate Slips, Causing Subsidence And
Releasing Energy

Fig. 9.2: Overriding Plate Bulges Under Strain, Causing
Tectonic Uplift

Fig. 9.4: The Energy Released Produces Tsunami Wave

3.2 Landslides
Landslides rapidly displace large water volumes and energy transfers at a rate faster than it can
absorb giving rise to megatsunamis. An example of such an event is when a giant landslide in Lituya
Bay, Alaska, caused the highest wave ever recorded, which had a height of 524 metres (over 1700
feet). The wave didn't travel faraway, as it hit the land almost instantaneously.
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3.3 Meteotsunamis
Some meteorological conditions such as depressions as deep as a tropical cyclone generate an
offshore rise of water, a type of storm surge which causes the water at the shoreline to suddenly rise
at a height which is not normal for a typical tsunami.
In deep tropical cyclones, it is generally caused by very low atmospheric pressure where the high
pressure winds swirl inwards causing the water to rise like a dome which travel in tandem to the
storm. The water domes gains altitude in the shallows and surge laterally like normal seaquake
generated tsunamis but with much more destructive characteristics.
4 . Development
Tsunamis have small amplitude or wave height but large wave length causing a small swell on the
sea which is why they generally go unnoticed. When a wave reaches shallow water, it slows down
and the wave length decreases and this is compensated by a rise in the amplitude of the wave, often
double and this process is known as wave shoaling. A tsunami wave travels at 800 kilometres per
hour stretching across (wave length) 200 kilometres. As it reaches shallow water, its speed decreases
to less than 80 kilometres per hour and its wave length decreases to around 20 kilometres.
Tsunami causes damage by two
mechanisms: the smashing force of the
water wall travelling at a high speed and
the draining of the large volume of water
from land to sea hauling a large amount of
rubble with it which in turn causes more
damage. The 1960 Valdivia earthquake
(Mw 9.5), 1964 Alaska earthquake (Mw 9.2),
2004 Indian Ocean earthquake (Mw 9.2)
and 2011 Tôhoku earthquake (Mw9.0) are
recent examples of powerful earthquakes
that generated tsunamis (known as
teletsunamis) that can cross entire oceans.
Here M w is the magnitude of the
earthquake.

Fig. 9.5: Wave Shoaling

5. Case Studies
5.1 The 2004 Indian Ocean Earthquake
The 26th December, 2004 Indian Ocean earthquake was an undersea earthquake which occurred on
the west coast off Sumatra, Indonesia.It had a magnitude of 9.1-9.3 and was the 3rd largest tremor
ever recorded on a seismograph. It had the longest duration of faulting ever recorded and observed.
The energy released during the earthquake was equivalent to over 1500 times that of the Hiroshima
atomic bomb. The shift of mass due to the massive release of energy had very slightly distorted the
Earth's rotation.
5.2 The 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake
The 2011 earthquake off the Pacific coast of Tôhoku with magnitude of 9.0 with epicentre 70
kilometres off the coast of Japan occurred on 11th March 2011. It is the most powerful earthquake to
ever hit Japan and the fifth largest earthquake ever recorded. The tsunami caused nuclear accidents,
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at three reactors in the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant complex, and the associated
evacuation zones affecting hundreds of thousands of residents. The tsunami caused nuclear
accidents, at three reactors in the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant complex, and the
associated evacuation zones distressing hundreds of thousands of inhabitants. Many electrical
generators were taken down, and at least three nuclear reactors exploded due to hydrogen gas that
had accumulated up within their outer containment buildings after the collapse of the cooling
system. It is believed that the early warning by the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) saved many
lives. The energy released was nearly double than that of the 2004 Indian Ocean Earthquake and its
energy was adequate enough to power a city the size of Los Angeles for a year.
Table 9.1 : Deadliest Earthquakes (after 2000)

Date

Magnitude

Region

Fatalities

Jan 2, 2012

6.7

113

Nov 3, 2011

9

20,896

Dec 1, 2010

7

3,16,000

Sep 30, 2009

7.5

1,117

Dec 5, 2008

7.9

87,587

Aug 15, 2007

8

514

May 26, 2006

6.3

5,749

Aug 10, 2005

7.6

80,361

Dec 26, 2004

9.1

2,27,898

Dec 26, 2003

6.6

31,000

Mar 25, 2002

6.1

1,000

Jan 26, 2001

7.7

20,023

Apr 6, 2000

7.9

103

Negros-Cebu region, Philippines
Near the east coast of Honshu, Japan
Haiti
Southern Sumatra, Indonesia
Eastern Sichuan, China
Near the coast of central Peru
Java, Indonesia
Pakistan
Off west coast of northern Sumatra
Southern Iran
Hindu Kush region, Afghanistan
India
Southern Sumatra, Indonesia

6. Precaution
A tsunami cannot be accurately predicted even if the scale and site of the
earthquake. Seismologists, geologists and oceanographers analyse each
earthquake and accordingly issue a tsunami warning. Listening to the latest
news or radio station for updates on the earthquakes helps a lot of people
time and measures to prepare for what disaster is about to come.
There are also some warning signs for an impending tsunami and
automated systems of the latest technology provide immediate and
exact information about the earthquake. One of the most flourishing
systems uses bottom pressure sensors, attached to buoys, which
persistently monitor the pressure of the overlying water column.
Several tsunami prone areas use warning sign boards to warn the
population beforehand.
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Fig. 9.6: A Tsunami
Warning Sign

7. Conclusion
The 2004 Indian Ocean earthquake was the first historically and instrumentally recorded event in the
region. Many tsunami activities and preventive measures have been performed since it occurred
which includes the construction of tsunami evacuation buildings, tsunami memorial parks and
tsunami museums. On the other hand, the2011 near-field tsunami caused devastating damage
concentrated in Japan and had a comparatively small impact on other countries in Pacific coastal
areas. Recent technology has made it possible to build massive structures such as breakwaters and
seawalls that can fully protect the people of the country for quite a period of time. But these
structures are impractical in monetary terms and is too time taking according to us. Nevertheless, the
scale of damage and loss can be reduced by incorporating proper structural design and land use
management methods. New design technologies for stronger and more stable coastal structures
should be developed. Coastal areas are susceptible to coastal hazards such as cyclone and tsunami.
Coastal land use should be planned so as to suffer minimal losses to life and property due to such
events. Natural mangroves and bio shields should be secluded and grown so as to offer a natural
defence against Tsunami waves. Planning for evacuation is one of the most important measures that
need to be taken care of. There should be arrangements of high rise buildings, special shelters such as
Tsunami towers, route sign boards with solar powered lighting, Shelters, and artificial sand dunes.
However, these structures may reduce the tsunami awareness of residents by leading them to
believe that the structure fully protects them rather than simply reducing damage. It is clear that
experience and evacuation helped reduce tsunami death rates in the coastal areas. Awareness about
evacuation areas and routes is a must and in a panic situation should be dealt with properly by all the
officials designated to well-defined distinct jobs.
Tsunami Management Plan and various safety methods may be spelt out in advance if jetties,
airports, helipads and landing grounds are damaged. The use of GIS and aerial photography are
essential for mapping and these maps may be made obtainable to local administration for urban
planning on 1:1000 scales having contour gap of 1-2 m. The Planning for Rescue and Relief is a
mandatory step that has to be carefully looked into.
Inflatable motorised boats, helicopters and search & rescue equipment are required without delay
after a tsunami to carry out search and rescue of inhabitants trapped in inundated areas, on tree tops
and hanging on to structures.This shows the importance of educating for disaster prevention
because people who live along the coastal areas have a higher tsunami awareness and better
evacuation strategies than other populations. The setting up of relief camps for the people whose
houses have been damaged by tsunami or flooded by the storm gush and the facility of basic facilities
in such camps involves logistics of assembling supplies, tents, water supply and proper sanitation
systems, transport and communication systems, and medical supplies. We effectively and
immediately need restoration of power supply which would be crucial to carry out relief operations.
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Abstract
Electricity is used in every sphere of our lives, both domestic and industrial. All throughout these
years, humans have harnessed electricity from fossil fuel which is a non renewable source of energy.
If we keep using these resources, the future generation will find themselves with no more of it left.
Hence alternative sources of generating electricity need to be developed immediately, preferably
ones that are eco friendly. Nuclear power is a promising alternative since it is a clean and relatively
safe source. In this paper we have explored the pros and cons of this energy source.
1. The Current Energy Scenario
India's energy scenario has a mix of both renewable and non renewable resources and the
dominance of coal based power plants are most probably going to continue in the future. At present
54% of the total electricity generation capacity depends on coal based or thermal power plants and
over 70% of it is produced in thermal plants. Other renewable sources of energy like wind,
hydroelectric power and geothermal energy account for around 2% of the generated electricity.
Nuclear power contributes to one per cent.
Electricity produced by nuclear fission, that is, the splitting of atoms is one of the best uses of nuclear
energy. In a nation like ours where electricity is used for all kinds of day to day activities, we need a
safe, clean and affordable source for it and nuclear energy seems to be the answer for it. We depend
on electricity for various purposes and thus we use almost one third of our energy resources for the
production of electricity.[3][4]
2. Objective of this paper
The objective of this paper is to determine the feasibility of Nuclear Power Plants against other
sources of harnessing electricity.
3. Types of Nuclear Power Plants
There are many different types of nuclear power plants which use different ways to use the nuclear
fission to generate electricity. Most of these turn water into steam and then use the steam or gas to
rotate the turbine.
3.1 Light Water Reactors
Light water reactors are those that use the most purified type of water, also called “light water” and
are either Boiling Water Reactors (BWR) or Pressurized Water Reactors (PWR).
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In case of the more commonly used PWR, the water for cooling the nuclear fuel is kept at a higher
pressure so that it does not turn into steam but is used to in turn convert a secondary supply of water
into steam which is then used to turn the steam turbine.
Boiling Water Reactors the water is directly converted to steam which is then used to rotate the
turbine and produce electricity. The Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plants in Japan use this kind
of reactor. In fact these are pretty popular in Japan, UK and US.
3.2 Heavy Water Reactors
Heavy water reactors use water in which the hydrogen has an extra neutron and it is called
Deuterium. It allows the nuclear fuel to be in its natural state, and passes through the core of the
reactor, cooling it. It is then used to heat up the light water and convert it to steam which runs the
turbines.
The heavy water is used as a moderator to slow down the fission reactions in the power plant. Since it
allows the nuclear fuel to be in its natural state, the Uranium does not have to be processed but can
remain in its pure state. It is thus one of the most efficient moderators.
3.3 Gas Cooled Reactors
Gas cooled reactors or High Temperature Gas Cooled Reactors (HTGR) use gas as a coolant and also
to run the turbine. Gases like helium and carbon dioxide are used to cool the reactor cores and
because of their low polar density they may be harnessed for using nuclear energy outside the field
of power plants, like in transportation, etc.
These reactors have a very high thermal efficiency and can be used at very high temperatures. Each
small pebble has its very own structure of containment which makes a stronger barrier between
radioactive substances and environment.
However, they have disadvantages too. Since they operate at such high temperatures, it is hard to
find materials that remain stable in such an environment. Moreover, since gas is a poor coolant, a lot
of it is required for relatively smaller amounts of power.
4. Working of a Nuclear Power Plant
A nuclear power plant uses boiling water to produce steam that helps to generate electricity. A
nuclear power plant has certain similarities with other types of plants that generate electricity but it
has many differences as well. Usually, most power plants boil water and the steam is then used to
turn the propeller like blades of the turbine which in turn rotate the shaft of the generator. Inside the
generator there are coils where electric and magnetic fields interact in order to produce electricity.
The energy required to boil water comes from burning coal, oil or gas or splitting of atoms. In nuclear
power plants, burning or explosion does not take place. Rather, the energy comes from fission
reaction.
Nuclear power plants use the element Uranium, which emits radioactive particles. Usually, these
are sealed in uranium fuel pellets or sealed metal rods, but some radioactive substances are released
into water used for cooling purposes. This water is processed before being released back into the
environment.[7]
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Fig. 10.1: A Diagrammatic Representation Of A Nuclear Power Plant.
(Source: www.green-planet-solar-energy.com)

5. Development of Nuclear Power
The American Nuclear effort was started by President Roosevelt and was called the Manhattan
project and the University of Chicago witnessed the world's first nuclear reactor. For all the
advantages that are attached to nuclear power plants, its development is certainly no pretty story.
President Roosevelt pursued the use of nuclear power in the making of bombs. These were worked
on over secretly in Los Alamos, New Mexico until they were ready to be tested somewhere. During
this period, World War II raged on against Japan. Subsequently as we all know, Hiroshima and
Nagasaki became the guinea pigs for the testing of the Atom Bomb.
America developed a lot of knowledge about nuclear power after World War II. By 1954, it was ready
to launch a five year program to build a working nuclear power plant and by 1958, it was completed
in Shippingport, Pennsylvania. It had the capacity to produce 60,000 kilowatts of electricity. And
thus the alternative use of nuclear energy came into being.[1]
6. Global Scenario of Nuclear Power
On 29 June 2013, it was declared by the Director General of the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA) that “nuclear power will make a significant and growing contribution to sustainable
development in the coming decades” at the Ministerial Conference in St. Petersburg in Russia. At the
same time, the World Nuclear Industry Status Report 2013 (WNISR) shows us the behavior and current
situation of this industry that has rarely been able to live up to its promises. By mid-2013, 31 countries
were operating nuclear fission reactors for energy purposes. Nuclear power plants generated 2,346
TWh (Terawatt-hour, 1 terawatt-hour per year = 114 megawatts) of electricity in 2012. It was less
than what was produced in 1999 and had a 172 TWh or 6.8 percent decrease compared to 2011.It was
also 11.8 percent below the historic maximum nuclear generation in 2006. The maximum that
nuclear power contributed to commercial generation of electricity was 17 per cent which took place
in 1997.
The so-called “big five” nuclear power generating countries—the United States, France, Russia,
South Korea and Germany—generated 67 percent of all nuclear electricity in the world. The three
countries that have abolished the use of nuclear power, Italy, Kazakhstan and Lithuania as well as
Armenia generated their historic maximum of nuclear electricity in the 1980s. Among the countries
with a steady increase in nuclear generation are China, the Czech Republic and Russia.
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There are a total of 29 countries that are currently developing nuclear power programs for the first
time according to the International Status and Prospects for Nuclear Power 2012 by the IAEA. It also
states that the three countries that have ordered nuclear power plants are the United Arab Emirates
(UAE), Turkey and Belarus. Also, a start-up date for first power before 2030 was suggested by 9
countries, which are not listed by the IAEA but will most likely include the ones mentioned above
including Bangladesh, Jordan, Lithuania, Poland, Saudi Arabia and Vietnam.[8]
7. Nuclear Power Plants in India
There are 20 nuclear power reactors that India operates. These have a total capacity of 4.4 GWand 220
MW per unit. In 2012, 29.6 TWh was produced by nuclear power but it covered just 3.6% of India's
electricity. In 2001/02 when nuclear power generation was only around 17 TWh, it had already
covered around 3.7%. So the difference wasn't that significant.
There are currently seven units under construction with a capacity of 4.8 GW.
In 1974, India conducted a series of nuclear tests which broke off the foreign nuclear cooperation,
and cut off all the support from Canada. In 1998, another series of tests shocked the international
community and resulted in Pakistan following our footsteps and conducting tests of their own.
The state of affairs changed quite a bit, following the India-US deal of 2005 which took place under
the administration of George W Bush. The IAEA approved of a “safeguard agreement” that made an
exception for India. Thus, although India is not a signed member of the NPT, it has continued to
develop and maintain a nuclear weapons program, and refuses full-scope safeguards. It is still
permitted to receive nuclear assistance and to carry out nuclear commerce with other nations.
In December 2010, two EPRs were going to be set up, as agreed by the Nuclear Power Commission of
India Ltd and AREVA in a region called Jaitapur. But it received massive opposition. The Fukushima
disaster fueled the fires even more. Similarly two Russian operations in Kudankulam came to a
standstill because of high opposition. However in spite of all these, the Indian government still
remains intent on keeping the nuclear plants working.[8]
8. Implementation of Laws for Regulating the Use of Nuclear Energy
8.1 The Non-Proliferation Treaty
The treaty on Non Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons or the Non Proliferation treaty seeks to curb the
spread of nuclear weapons and promote the use of nuclear power for civil uses and gradual nuclear
disarmament in countries that have developed nuclear weapon technology. A total of one hundred
and ninety countries have joined this treaty.
According to this treaty, five countries are considered to be nuclear weapon states and they are the
USA, UK, China, France and Russia.
Even though this treaty seeks to bring about peace, it hasn't very much succeeded in nuclear
disarmament in the nuclear weapon states.[5]
8.2 Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty
The Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty or CTBT is global ban on the testing of nuclear
explosives whether for military or other civil purposes. It came into force in 1996.
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However not all states that signed the treaty have ratified it and a few states including India have not
signed it at all.
Hence, there have been nuclear tests that are being carried on in spite of these measures being taken
against them.[5]
8.3 The Nuclear Liability Bill
The Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage Bill, 2010 or the Nuclear Liability Bill talks about the
mechanism for compensation for those victims who have suffered from a nuclear disaster. The main
components of the bill are written below.
a. It specifies the liabilities for nuclear damage and mentions the procedures for compensation.
b. The Bill mentions a no-fault liability for private operators and gives them an opportunity to resort
to alternative means against certain people. The liability cap is Rs 500 crore. If the amount goes
above that, the Central government becomes liable.
c. All the operators, with the exception of the Central government should have insurances or other
financial options to cover their liabilities.
d. In case of government owned projects, the entire liability up to 300 SDR will have to be taken care
of by the government itself.
e. The Bill mentions who can claim to be compensated along with the bodies that decide the amount
of compensation.
f. Those not complying with these provisions will be penalized.
There are a lot of drawbacks in the Nuclear Liability Bill. The compensation may not be enough for
the victims; it withholds India's access to international funds and is also very low as compared to
other nations. In case of government owned plants, the liability cap mentioned may not be needed at
all. This makes it unclear as to whether the government intends for private operators to own these
plants at all. The environmental damage is notified by the government. In such cases, there might be
conflicts created regarding those cases where the government itself is party to liability. Also, the time
period of ten years for compensation is hardly enough for victims of nuclear damage. The part that
talks about the recourse those operators may resort to does not match with certain international
laws. Hence many parts of the bill are unclear, unfair and problematic.[6]
9. Environmental Impacts of Nuclear Power Plants
Even though nuclear power plants are regulated and controlled by state and federal laws, there are
still various hazards related to them.
1. There's no release of harmful gases like carbon dioxide, sulphur dioxide etc during the power
generation process but the uranium mining and extraction does lead to the same.
2. Water is an essential ingredient for nuclear power plants as it is used for steam as well as cooling
and large quantities of water are removed from natural water bodies which can harm aquatic life
and create ecological imbalance.
3. The water used in the plants gets contaminated with heavy metals and salts. Their temperature
too, goes much higher as they are used for cooling, leading to thermal pollution. Some amount of
radioactive matter may also be present in the water that is released in the environment.
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4. Waste generated from uranium mining process can contaminate both ground water as well as
surface water with heavy metals and salts.
5. Every eighteen to twenty four months nuclear power plants need to shut down and the spent
uranium needs to be removed and replaced. It thus becomes radioactive waste. Some amount of
radioactive waste is also generated during the extraction of uranium from uranium ore.
6. Any breakdown in the system like failure of coolants, earthquakes, etc may lead to a highly
hazardous nuclear disaster which may take away the lives of hundreds of people residing in the
vicinity, as have been witnessed many times in the past, the most recent of which is the
Fukushima disaster in Japan.[3]
9.1 The Fukushima Disaster
The Great East Japan earthquake of magnitude 9.0, that took place on March 11, 2011 followed by a
tsunami, caused great damage to the region and also led to the most recent nuclear disaster.
Eleven nuclear reactors were operating at that time and all of them shut down when the tsunami hit.
The main problem took place in the Fukushima Daiichi unit.
The reactors proved to be robust against the seismic attack but it was the Tsunami that led to the
problem. The power from a backup system was available to cool down the reactors in eight of the
eleven units, and they managed to achieve 'cold shutdown'. However the other three at the
Fukushima Daiichi units, lost all power and were flooded with a fifteen meters tsunami. All the
generators and heat exchangers were disabled and thus the reactors had no way to be cooled.
Thus it took many weeks for the heat removal in these reactors and the spent and overheated fuel
fonds. These were done by Tepco employers, few contractors, firemen and military personnel. These
people had lost their homes and families in the Tsunami and were undertaking great personal risks
themselves in order to stabilize these plants. A hardened and full-fledged emergency response for
the breakdown couldn't be used because of the inherent dangers of radioactive contamination.
There have been no casualties or damage due to radioactive contamination, but almost 160,000
people had to be evacuated from the area and only a limited few could return by 2012. By October
2013 almost 81,000 people still remained evacuated because of government concerns regarding the
effects of radiation.[2][4]
10. Nuclear Power against Renewable Energy Development
In 2012, there was a slight decrease in the investment in renewable energy development but it still
continues to rapid growth in many countries. The three greatest economies, China, Japan and
Germany as well as India now generate much more electricity from renewable sources than nuclear
power.
Investment: In 2011, the total global investment in renewable energy was 300 billion dollars. While
China increased its investment by 20 per cent some other big players like Germany and Italy reduced
theirs marginally. However a lot of smaller countries like South Africa increased their investment
and brought about a significant increase.
Installed Capacity: Since 2000, the annual growth rates for onshore wind power have averaged 27
percent and for solar photovoltaics 42 percent in a global scale. This has led to 45 Giga watts (GW) of
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wind power and 32 GW of solar power being installed in 2012, compared to a total of 1.2 GW of
nuclear power.
Electricity Generation: In 2012 nuclear power generated 100 terawatt-hours (TWh) less than the
production in 2000 while wind produced almost 500 TWh and solar power about 100 TWh more. For
the first time, China and India produced more electricity from wind energy than from nuclear power
plants. At the same time solar electricity in China grew by 400% in one year.[8]
11. Discussion
The biggest advantage of nuclear power plants is that they are a clean and dependable source of
electricity. They do not produce greenhouse gases that pollute the environment and have a safety
record that is much better than most other power plants.
However some environmentalists still wonder if it's all that safe especially after the recent disaster at
Fukushima. Was it a warning against future use of this method? There are much safer ways of
generating electricity and nuclear power is not the only way. The statistics as discussed above show
that renewable sources of energy have equal if not more potential than nuclear power. Is risking lives
and environment just for the sake of efficiency really worth the while?
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“The Fountain of Youth is radioactive, and those who imbibe in its poisonous heavy waters will suffer the
hideous fate of decaying metal. Yet almost without exception, the wretched idiot inhabitants of our benighted
planet would gulp down this radioactive excrement if it were offered.”
- William S. Burroughs
The Fountain of Youth might be a fantasy closer to Utopia, but here, in the realms of mortality, we do
have something that the entire world has been jabbering about, irrespective of what it entails.
Nuclear power plants indeed. It is quite definite that the rate at which the world is progressing,
natural, non-renewable energy sources are getting closer to extinction. In situations as these, having
a nuclear power plant in a country might sound fancy and ‘clean’ but in harsh reality, it is one of the
deadliest forms of energy to be harnessed on a large scale.
In the words of Winston Churchill, “a lie gets halfway around the world before the truth has a chance
to get its pants on.” The fact that nuclear energy is safe is a myth. It is impossible that a dose of
radiation is ‘safe’ and ‘clean’ because it is radiation after all; just because nuclear radiation cannot be
seen nakedly does not imply that it is absent.
1. Concerns of Nuclear Power Plants
Harnessing nuclear power has been one of the major practices in large countries like the United
States, where it stands as the third largest source (19.6%) of generating electricity, right after coal
(44.9%) and natural gas (24%).
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Nuclear power plants have both pros and cons, the cons being more weighted than the pros in that
case. Nuclear energy is a source of
energy
that has minimal or even nil
Nuclear power consumption per person
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contribution to global warming. On the
600
flipside, there are both safety and
500
security risks involved in the process.
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1. Any kind of accident, leakage,
irresponsible dumping of nuclear
waste and flawed transportation of
nuclear elements between places can
lead to emission of large0 amount of
radioactive materials and thus affect
several lives for a very long time.

2. Terrorist attacks, use of nuclear
materials in making nuclear
Fig. 11.1: Nuclear Energy Consumption Per Person Around The World
weaponry,
sabotage or illegal
(Source: http://www.financialsensearchive.com/Market/allison/2009/images/0413_
clip_image003.gif)
transport of materials between places
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constitute the security threats to a nuclear power
plant. For example the atom bombs dropped on
Hiroshima and Nagasaki on August 6 and August 9,
1945 respectively still stands as one of the deadliest
nuclear terrorist attacks in the world.

Fig. 11.2: Energy Consumption In India / Yr
(Source : http://dreamwisemarketing.com/wpcontent/uploads/2013/05/energy-pie.jpg)

For these reasons, there is always a lot of concern
regarding the installation of a nuclear power plant in
a country. Lack of knowledge or security, careless
handling of nuclear materials or lack of maintenance
can lead to disasters like the Chernobyl Disaster in
Ukraine 1986, or the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear
Disaster in Japan in 2011, both of which have had
massive impacts on the lives of people.

Currently, twenty nuclear power reactors produce 4,780.00 MW (2.9% of total installed base).
Table 11.1 : Nuclear Power Plants In India

Power station

Operator

State

Type

Units

Kaiga
Kakrapar
Kalpakkam
Narora
Rawatbhata

NPCIL
NPCIL
NPCIL
NPCIL
NPCIL

Karnataka
Gujarat
Tamil Nadu
Uttar Pradesh
Kota Rajasthan

PHWR
PHWR
PHWR
PHWR
PHWR

Tarapur

NPCIL

Maharashtra

BWR (PHWR)

Kudankulam

NPCIL

Tamil Nadu

VVER-1000
Total

220 x 4
220 x 2
220 x 2
220 x 2
100 x 1
200 x 1
220 x 4
160 x 2
540 x 2
1000 x 1
21

Total
capacity (MW)
880
440
440
440
1180
1400
1000
5780

Table 11.2 : The projects Under Construction
Power station

Operator

State

Type

Units

Total
capacity (MW)

Kalpakkam

Bhavini

Tamil Nadu

PFBR

500 x 1

500

Kakrapar

NPCIL

Gujarat

PHWR

700 x 2

1400

Rawatbhata

NPCIL

Rajasthan

PHWR

700 x 2

1400

Kudankulam

NPCIL

Tamil Nadu

VVER-1000

1000 x 1

1000

Total

6

4300

2. The Impacts of Nuclear Power Plant on Environment
Nuclear power plant is a plant where the heat source is a nuclear reactor. Here the driving force is the
nuclear reactor in which heat is generated due to fission of a radioactive element. This heat is used to
generate electricity thereafter. There is a safety chamber inside the reactor to prevent the radioactive
element from leaking into the environment. However the waste that is generated contains traces of
radioactive particles, which, on continuous emission, is extremely hazardous. Nuclear power plants
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also emit large amounts of
radioactive gases and effluents.
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Tritium, which is an isotope of
hydrogen, is a decaying
radioactive element found in the
U-235
water and effluents released by a
N
nuclear power plant and
exposure to such radioactive
wastes
causes long lasting
N
impacts on human beings. In
processes such as Uranium
mining, radioactive decay of the
Rb-92
metal takes place, generating
subatomic particles that can
Fig. 11.3: The Chain Reaction Showing
penetrate within the human
The Radioactive Decay Of A Uranium Atom
body
and produce carcinogenic
(Source: http://www.sciencebuzz.org/sites/default/files/images/
Uranium-Fission.png)
effects in cells. These particles,
when come in contact with sex
cells of the body, can cause
genetic mutations and hence cause genetic disorders in progenies as well. The radioactive wastes are
often stored underground in buried chambers, which, during earthquakes and natural disasters can
easily come in contact with the environment and wreak havoc. Nuclear power plant disasters can
have long lasting impacts on the environment. The Chernobyl Disaster of 1986 is considered the
world’s largest nuclear power plant disaster till 2013, causing about 25,000 deaths. The Fukushima
Daiichi Disaster stands second on the list of nuclear power plant disasters till today.
N
N

3. Preventive Measures to be taken in Nuclear Power Plants
Nuclear power plants can be useful if proper measures are taken to prevent accidents and to
maintain systematic disposal of nuclear waste. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has full
control over operation in nuclear power plants and they have implemented a number of rules and
regulations. There are several processes that can be implemented in nuclear power plants to control
radiation:
1. Control of neutron flux in the nuclear reactor by using neutron absorbing control rods, which can
reduce the rate of fission in the reactor.
2. By maintaining the core cooling process where water is used to cool the nuclear reactor after
fission of the fuel nucleus.
3. By regular maintenance of the radiation preventing barriers between the radioactive core and
the environment.
4. Proper transportation system for transporting nuclear materials from one place to another to
avoid accidental leakage and illegal transporting and proper storage of these raw materials
before they are used.
5. Regular maintenance of the nuclear reactor and other equipment used in a nuclear power plant
for generating electricity.
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6. Proper disposal of nuclear waste in safe chambers and in places which are geologically
appropriate for waste disposal so that it does not cause harm to the environment or does not
come in contact with any living being.
7. Implementing strict security measures to prevent illegal utilization of nuclear materials for other
purposes such as making of nuclear weapons.
4. Alternatives to Nuclear Power Plants
There are hazards manifold with nuclear power plants and hence several countries are looking for
mighty alternatives for generating electricity efficiently and in an environment friendly manner.
Some of the closest alternatives are:
1. Solar Energy – Solar energy has come a long way and today many countries have already
adopted this technology to successfully generate electricity for homes, offices and factories. The
rays of the sun can be trapped effectively by means of solar plates to conserve it during daytime
and can be later used at night to produce electricity. These days, several other uses of solar
energy have been recognized such as solar cooker, solar pump, solar lamps, etc.
2. Wind Energy – This technology has always been there, although its use has been more
pronounced in recent years. Like windmills where the energy of the wind is used to process
grains, wind energy can be used for generating electricity through wind turbines. The use of
wind turbines combined with motors can hence be used as machines.
3. Tidal Energy – Open ocean currents or tides can also be used for generating electricity. These
days, tidal power plants are often installed on rivers and lakes to use the energy from water flow
to produce electricity.
Other forms of energy such as geothermal energy, wave energy, lightning, etc. can also be used to
generate electricity in place of nuclear energy. Recently, a scientist Neil Palmer from the University
of Southampton collaborated with the mobile manufacturer Nokia and successfully used lightning
to charge one of their cell phones. Such instances are ideal examples how nature’s treasure trove can
be utilized properly so that environmental conditions are not hampered and the necessities of
humankind can be fulfilled.
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1. Biodiversity and its Types
Biodiversity is that part of the nature which accommodates the differences in genes among various
individuals of a species; the vast richness and the variety of all the plants and animal species at
different levels in space – locally, in a region, in the country and the world as a whole. It is the
variability among living organisms from all sources aerial, terrestrial, marine and other ecosystems
and ecological complexes of which they are a part. They are categorised into:
a) Species Diversity
In all shape and size (tiny organisms to huge one): includes bacteria, protozoan, fungi, flowering
plants, ants, beetles, butterflies, birds, reptiles and large animals. Each species is a group of
organisms with unique characteristics. An individual of a species can reproduce successfully,
creating a viable offspring, only with another member of the same species. We are still learning
how many species exist and how they relate to each other and to their physical environment.
b) Genetic Diversity
Every individual inherits genes from its parents and passes on to the next generation.
Biodiversity is more than the variety of species. Genetic variation is extremely important to the
survival of species. Genetic variability, responsible for these different traits, interact with local
environmental conditions to determine the extent to which populations can adapt to
environmental changes and survive exposure to new diseases.
c) Ecosystem Diversity
Populations and non-living environmental components- such as water or minerals surrounding
them interact dynamically to form an ecosystem. It includes: predators consuming prey,
pollinators selecting flowers and species responding to physical processes such as heavy rain.
Plant and Animal communities make up many kinds of ecosystems (forest, wetlands,
rangelands, mountains, deserts, terrestrial ecosystems).
2. Values of Biodiversity
Biodiversity is the most important and the biggest wealth of the planet. Each species in this system
has its own role and importance. In combination, various species of plants, animals and
microorganisms enable the biosphere to sustain the human race. One species is dependent on the
other for various reasons. Biodiversity plays a major role in the human development. It has become
obvious thus that preservation of biological resources is essential for the wellbeing and long-time
survival of mankind, as well as other species. Hence the various values of biodiversity have been
given importance and treated as a wealth to the humankind.
A.

Direct values
The direct value include food resources like grains, vegetables, fruits which are obtained from
plant resources and meat, fish, egg, milk and milk products from animal resources. These also
include other values like medicine, fuel, timber, fibre, wool, wax, resin, rubber, silk and
decorative items.
The direct values are of two types (i) Consumptive use value and (ii) Productive use value.
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A.1 Consumptive use value: These are the direct use values where the biodiversity products can be
harvested and consumed directly. Example: Food, fuel and drugs. These goods are consumed
locally and do no figure in national and international market.
(a) Food:
(i) Plants: The most fundamental value of biological resources particularly plants is providing
food. Basically three crops i.e. wheat, maize and rice constitute more than two third of the food
requirement all over the world.
(ii) Fish: Through the development of aquaculture, techniques, fish and fish products have
become the largest source of protein in the world.
(b) Fuel: Since ages forests have provided wood which is used as a fuel. Moreover fossil fuels
like coal, petroleum, natural gas are also product of biodiversity which are directly consumed
by humans.
(c) Drugs and medicines: The traditional medical practice like Ayurveda utilizes plants or their
extracts directly. In allopathy, the pharmaceutical industry is much more dependent on natural
products. Many drugs are derived from plants like
(i) Quinine: The famous anti malaria drug is obtained from cinchona tree.
(ii) Penicillin: A famous antibiotic is derived from pencillium, a fungus.
(iii) Tetracycline: It is obtained from bacterium and is used to treat bacterial infections.
(iv) Recently vinblastine and vincristine, two anti-cancer drugs have been obtained from
catharanthus plant which has anti-cancer alkaloids.
A.2 Productive use values: These are the direct use values where the product is commercially sold
in national and international market. Many industries are dependent upon these values.
Example- Textile, leather, silk, paper and pulp industry etc. Although there is an international
ban on trade of products from endangered species like tusks of elephants, wool from sheep, fur
of many animals etc. These are traded in market and fetch a booming business.
B.

Indirect values
Biodiversity provides indirect benefits to human beings which support the existence of
biological life and other benefits which are difficult to quantify. These include social and
cultural values, ethical values, aesthetic values, option values and environment service values.

B.1 Social and cultural value: Many plants and animals are considered holy and sacred in India
and are worshipped like Tulsi, peepal, cow, snake etc. In Indian society great cultural value is
given to forest and as such tiger, peacock and lotus are named as the national animal, bird and
flower respectively.
B.2 Ethical value: These values are related to conservation of biodiversity where ethical issue of ‘all
life forms must be preserved’ is laid down. There is an existence value which is attached to each
species because biodiversity is valuable for the survival of human race. Moreover all species
have a moral right to exist independent of our need for them.
B.3 Aesthetic value: There is a great aesthetic value which is attached to biodiversity. Natural
landscapes at undisturbed places are a delight to watch and also provide opportunities for
recreational activities like bird watching, photography etc. It promotes eco-tourism which
further generates revenue by designing of zoological, botanical gardens, national parks, wild
life conservation etc.
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B.4 Option values: These values include the
unexplored or unknown potentials of
biodiversity.
B.5 Environment service values: The most
important benefit of biodiversity is
maintenance of environment services which
includes carbon dioxide fixation through
photosynthesis, maintaining of essential
nutrients by carbon (C),
oxygen (O),
Nitrogen (N), Sulphur (S), Phosphorus (P)
cycles, maintaining water cycle and
recharging of ground water, soil formation
and protection from erosion, regulating
climate by recycling moisture into the
atmosphere and detoxification and
decomposition of waste.
3. Threats to Biodiversity

Fig. 12.1: Economic Vs. Environmental Values of Forests

Fig. 12.2 : Biodiversity Depletion
Source : The Economic Times, 10.03.2014

The word ‘Biodiversity’ is often heard in
connection with the way it is fast disappearing
and losing intricately woven web on this planet.
Among many causes, the primary reason for
threat to biodiversity is habitat loss and habitat
degradation. According to Red Data Book 2012,
seventy seven per cent loss of biodiversity id due
to these two reasons alone. This loss is so much
responsible that about 100 species are
disappearing each day. Habitat loss is mainly due
to human activities. Other reason next to habitat
loss is poaching of wildlife and introduction of
exotic species. Poaching, that is, illegal trade of
endangered species, second only to the illegal
drug trade is proving disaster and threatening
biodiversity worldwide. Among other threats to
biodiversity are habitat fragmentations, over
exploitation, pollution disturbances of all kinds,
diseases, genetic assimilation etc.

Shrinkage of habitats, due to expanding human population, is greatly responsible for man-wildlife
conflict. Habitat loss results shortage of desired food of wild animals. As a result, such wild animals
come out of their habitats and feed on nearby crops and attack people. Identify corridors Every year
a large number of people lose their crops, property and even lives. Causes of man-animal conflict are
many and need remedial measures to curb the conflict. In India, the Ministry of Environment and
Forests has taken initiatives to identify corridors between forests to enable movement of animals.
4. Conservation Strategies
Worldwide biodiversity is fast disappearing and needs conservation. Conservation of biodiversity
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is concerned with the protection of the genetic, species and ecosystem diversity so that our lives
sustain presently and in future also. There are two approaches of conservation of biodiversityTable 12.1: Current Status of India’s Biodiversity, 2013
The table below shows the number of threatened species in India (totals by taxonomic group):
Country Mammals Birds Reptiles Amphibians Fishes Molluscs
India

95

80

52

74

213

6

Other
Inverts

Plants

Total

128

325

973

Source: IUCN Red List: http://www.theguardian.com/news/datablog/2013/nov/26/iucn-red-list-threatened-species-by-country-statistics

1. In situ Conservation - It is the conservation of biodiversity in its natural habitat or natural
ecosystem, in places where they
Table 12.2 The Number of Species Assessed in the 2013
normally occur. The natural
IUCN Red List, by Category
surroundings or the entire ecosystem
is protected and maintained. Factors
Category
Number
which are harmful to the existence of
Total species assessed
71,576
species concerned are eliminated and
Total threatened species
21,286
the rest is left to the nature which
Extinct
799
takes care of its own. For examplenational parks, wildlife sanctuaries,
Extinct in the Wild
61
biosphere reserves.
Critically Endangered
4,286
Endangered

6,451

Vulnerable

10,549

Near Threatened

4,822

Lower Risk/conservation dependent

241

Least Concern

32,486

Source: Ami Sedghi, The Guardian- Datablog,
http://www.theguardian.com/news/datablog/2013/nov/26/iucn-red-listthreatened-species-by-country-statistics

2. Ex situ Conservation - It is the
conservation of endangered species
involving their maintenance and
breeding under partially or wholly
controlled areas away from their
natural habitat. For example- zoos,
captive breeding, gene banks,
botanical gardens, aquaria.

The services we use from
ecosystems cannot be provided without biodiversity. Biodiversity is the ‘life insurance’ of our
changing world and guarantees the continued provision of ecosystem goods such as fresh air, clean
water, adequate food, fuel, medicines, etc. and various other services. The intricately woven
biosphere is a life support system of human race. Values of biodiversity go far beyond the future.
Biodiversity needs its sustainable use, failing which it will perpetuate inequitable and
unsustainable growth, deeper poverty, new and more rampant illness, continued loss of species
and a world with more ever degraded environment which are less healthy for people. We must
ensure that the wealth of biodiversity that we have been gifted with by Mother Nature, be used
judiciously keeping in mind the needs of the future generations.
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13. CLIMATE CHANGE AND
FOOD SECURITY
Samadrita Bhattacharyya and S. Xavier*
MSc Biotechnology, Xth Sem, St. Xavier’s College, Kolkata
* HOD & Assistant Professor, Dept. Environmental Studies, SXC, Kolkata.

“Agriculture as it exists today has been shaped by a climate system that has changed little
over farming's 11,000-year history. Crops were developed to maximise yields in this
long-standing climatic regime. As the temperature rises, agriculture will be increasingly
out of sync with its natural environment. Nowhere is this more evident than in the
relationship between temperature and crop yields”. - Lester R. Brown, Plan B 3.0
1. Food Security- A Complex Issue
“Food security” means that food is available at all times; that all persons have means of access to it;
that it is nutritionally adequate in terms of quantity, quality and variety; and that it is acceptable
within the given culture. Only when all these conditions are in place can a population be considered
“food secure.” Food security is a complex sustainable development issue, linked to health through
malnutrition, but also to sustainable economic development, environment, and trade.
In recent years, most of the research initiatives for food security have focussed on four key
components of the FAO's definition:
Availability — Providing a sufficient supply of food for all people at all times has historically been a
major challenge. Although technical and scientific innovations have made important contributions
focused on quantity and economies of scale, little attention has been paid to the sustainability of such
practices.
Accessibility — The equality of access to food is a dimension of food security. Within and between
societies, inequities have resulted in serious entitlement problems, reflecting class, gender, ethnic,
racial, and age differentials, as well as national and regional gaps in development.
Acceptability —This dimension of food security is also important in determining whether
information and food-system innovations will be accepted in a country, given the social and
ecological concerns of its citizens.
Adequacy — Food security also requires that adequate measures are in place at all levels of the food
system to guarantee the sustainability of production, distribution, consumption, and waste
management. A sustainable food system should help to satisfy basic human needs, without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs.
2. Food Security Strategies
Food security can be ensured by A. Short-term relief strategies, B. Capacity-building strategies, C.
System redesigns strategies.
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Fig. 13.1: The Food Security Strategies
Stage 1
Short-term Relief
Strategies

Stage 2
Capacity-building
Strategies

Stage 3
System Redesign
Strategies

Food
Security

e.g.,food banks, soup
kitchens, farm aid

e.g., community gardens,
community kitchens,
buying clubs

e.g., food policy and
social justice networks,
coalitions, and
councils; participatory
food costing

A. Short-Term Relief Strategies
?
Directed at those who are most food insecure
?
Provide short-term relief for the immediate problem of hunger
?
Usually for emergency situations; do not deal with underlying problems that cause food

insecurity, such as low income
?
Examples: Food banks, soup kitchens

B. Capacity-building Strategies
i) Individual skill-building strategies:
?
Include programs where individuals develop skills to grow, produce or prepare their own food
?
Examples: cooking classes, composting, vegetable gardening

ii) Community skill-building strategies:
?
Build skills at the community level
?
Give people a chance to come together and develop social support networks.
?
Examples: community gardens, community kitchens, farmers' markets, food co-ops, "buy

local" campaigns, food buying clubs, sharing traditional food customs
C. Systems Change Strategies
?
Aim to make changes to policy that will build food security
?
Examples: Provincial or municipal food charters, food policy organizations, participatory food

costing, participatory research.
3. Climate Change and Food Insecurity
Although in general the effects of climate change are not as evident as the impact on the natural
world, its severe effects on the natural and managed systems, on which we depend for food, fuel, and
fibre are substantial. The latest IPCC reports confirm that global warming and climate change is no
more a myth.
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?
The Fourth Assessment Report (AR4) of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC),

released in 2007, established that anthropogenic greenhouse gases carbon dioxide and other
heat-trapping gas are largely responsible for global warming; the radiative forcing from
anthropogenic sources is over ten times higher than that from all natural components combined.
?
The recently released IPCC's Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) entitled “Summary for

Policymakers” states emphatically that the earth's surface over each of the last three decades has
been warmer than any preceding decades since 1880, and has warmed by 0.85 degree C since
then.

A STICKY SPELL

Food prices, the largest
chunk of monthly
household expenditure,
affect the poor most.

Overall inflation
10.6%

7.3%

Dec 2012

12.3%

Food inflation
11.3%
9%

7.3%

Jan 2013

6.8%

Feb 2013

6%

Mar 2013

Source Ministry of Statistics/wholesale rate

Figure 13.2 GHGs And Food Security
(Source: http://www.climatechange-foodsecurity.org/dual_aspect.html)

Figure 13.3: Food Inflation In India
(Source: http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/
newdelhi/india-food-prices-rising-faster-than-global-increase/
article1-1049914.aspx)

A. Crop Production and Price Index:
?
Climate change is confirmed to pose sharp risks to the world's food security in the coming

decades, potentially pushing down crop production as well as pushing up prices (Figure 13. 3) at
a time when the demand for food is expected to soar.
?
It is reported that while climate change can reduce agricultural production by as much as 2 per

cent over every decade for the rest of the century, the demand is expected to rise as much as 14 per
cent. When the world's population is projected to grow to 9.6 billion in 2050, from 7.2 billion
today, according to the UN. It is one of the most complex challenges the current century faces.

Fig. 13.4

?
Corn, the most widely grown crop in

the world, appears to be most
vulnerable to heat stress. Its yields
decrease at a range of temperatures
the earth has to contend with in
summer.
?
The climate scenario for 2020 predicts

that in Mexico around 3 lakh hectares
will be unsuitable for maize
production, leading to an estimated
yearly loss of $140 million and
considerable socio-economic
disruption.

Source: The Economic Times, 25.02.2014
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?
Oxfam-commissioned research suggests that the average price of staple food such as corn could

be more than double in the next 20 years compared with the 2010 trend prices, with up to half of
the predicted inflation resulting from changes in average temperatures and rainfall patterns.
B. Pest Infestations
Climate change affects agriculture both by long-term changes in ecosystems and by increased
?
frequency and severity of heat waves, drought, flooding, cyclones and outbreaks of plant diseases
and infestations.
Warmer conditions and longer dry seasons linked to climate change are leading to a drastic
?
expansion in the range of insects harmful to food crops, sending them farther north in the
northern hemisphere and farther south in the southern hemisphere, and into higher altitudes.
These wide-range expansions
?
have an economic impact as well,
resulting in higher seed and
insecticide costs, decreased
yields, and the downstream
effects of changes in crop yield
variability and thus farmers who
invested so much on the seeds,
fertilizers and pesticides can't
even pay their moneylenders and
commit suicides. (Figure 13.5)

168

FARMER SUICIDES
IN VIDARBHA IN
THE FIRST 3
MONTHS OF 2013.
Made up of 11 districts,
Vidarbha is home to
two-thirds of Maharashtra’s
mineral resources and
three quarter of its forest
resources.

Fig. 13.5 : Farmers’ Suicide

Source : The Economic Times, 22.04.2013

C. Land Degradation
Land degradation affects around 1.5 billion people globally and due to drought and
?
desertification every year, 12 million hectares are lost (23 hectares/minute), indeed an area over
which 20 million tons of food grain could have been grown. Therefore a food crisis in the decades
to come cannot be ruled out. (Jaydev Jana, Climate and Food, The Statesman, 6th February,
2014,http://www.thestatesman.net/news/38034-climate-and-food.html)
Table 13.1: Number and percentage of undernourished persons in the world
(http://www.fao.org/hunger/en/)
1990-1992

1015million (19%)

2000-2002

957million

(15%)

2005-2007

907million

(14%)

2008-2010

878million

(13%)

2011-2013

842million

(12%)

Fig. 13.6: Undernourishment In 2011-13, By Region (millions)
Total = 842 million

Oceania

1

Caucasus and Central Asia

6

Developed regions

16
24

Western Asia and Northern Africa

4. Global Food Price Index:
Global food prices increased by 2.3 per cent in March from the
previous month, the highest level since May 2013, as some
crops were affected due to unfavourable weather conditions,
according to the United Nations food agency FAO. The index,
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Note: All figures are rounded.

Latin America and the Caribbean

47

South-Eastern Asia

65

Eastern Asia

167

Sub-Saharan Africa

223

Southern Asia

295

Source: FAQ

based on prices of a basket of globally traded food commodities, averaged 212.8 points in March, up
by 2.3 per cent from February, and the highest level since May 2013.
The cereal price index averaged at 205.8 points in March, up by 5.2 per cent from February, marking
the second month of significant increases. "Last month's strength stemmed from a surge in wheat
and maize prices reflecting a strong pace in grain imports, growing concerns over the effect of
continued dryness in the south-central United States on winter wheat crops, and unfavourable
weather in parts of Brazil, the FAO said.
Global sugar prices averaged 253.9 points in March, up by 7.9 per cent from February 2014 as prices
kept strengthening amid concerns of declining export availabilities from Brazil and Thailand, due to
drought and reduced sugarcane output, respectively. The likelihood of sugar crops being adversely
affected by El Nino later this year also contributed to the price surge, it added. (The Economic Times,
4 April, 2014, Global food prices rise by 2.3 per cent March: FAO http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/
articleshow/33233010.cms?utm_source=contentofinterest&utm_medium=text&utm_campaign=cppst)
5. Conclusion
More than half a century ago, Albert Einstein had suggested that 'we shall require a new manner of
thinking, if mankind is to survive.' John F. Kennedy who once remarked: “Our problems are manmade, therefore they may be solved by man.” We can't continue to ignore the stark warnings of the
catastrophic consequences of climate change on the lives and livelihoods of people across the planet.
Giant strides are urgently needed to tackle the challenges we face, but all we get is tiny steps, excuses
and delays from most of the politicians that are supposed to represent our interests. Governments
across the world must stand up to the oil, gas and coal industries, and take their foot of the fossil fuel
accelerator that's speeding us towards a climate disaster. A food system to feed 3 billion more people
without further damaging the already stressed ecosystem would definitely be within our reach if we
act now, act together and act differently. We need to act concertedly to evolve effective technologies
and management practices for mitigation and adaptation.
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14. THE LAST DROP
Saswati Banerjee, Mathematics Department, 2nd Year

“Water- water everywhere and genuinely not a drop to drink!”
It is a sad world scenario the current
generation is facing with respect to
increasing scarcity of water. Water is a
‘free’, readily available, natural resource
which is renewable and abundant. But
how free is it? Is it actually abundant or
has this conception grown to be a myth in
today’s world? Kuznets curve, as
explained by the famous economists, has
its application in the field of
environmental science. It suggested that
that if were to plot per capita income with
environmental pollution, we would get
an inverse U shaped graph. Thus with
increasing per capita income in an economy, the rate of pollution initially increases and after a
particular threshold or a maxima of level of pollution, it starts to decline. Every economy is said to
aim to attain this threshold. However it compels me to ask that did Kuznets speak of the exhaustive
limits of that resource being plundered or polluted?
National Geographic ChannelResearch
Team had once declared that: “The water
you drink today has likely been around
in one form or another since dinosaurs
roamed the Earth, hundreds of millions
of years ago.” While the amount of
freshwater on the planet has remained
fairly constant over time—continually
recycled through the atmosphere and
back into our cups—the population has
exploded. Water is an essential and
inevitable part of life. However humans
have proved to be inefficient users of this
resource. While they have been successful in utilizing water to an optimum level, they have failed
when it comes to preservation and protection of the same. It is astonishing that the average
hamburger takes 2,400 liters, or 630 gallons, of water to produce, where as more than half the
populations of Africa are deprived of clean drinking water.
According to the United Nations, water use has grown at more than twice the rate of population
increase in the last century. By 2025, an estimated 1.8 billion people will live in areas plagued by
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water scarcity, with two-thirds of the world's population living in water-stressed regions as a result
of use, growth, and climate change. With a problem, follows its corresponding solution to ensure
sustainability. This has reckoned humans to come up with, now one of the most essential initiatives,
‘Water Resource Management’.
Water management is an interdisciplinary field concerned with the management of water resources.
People in this field are concerned with ensuring that a supply of clean, potable water will be
available to people who need it, while balancing the needs of industry and the environment. A
number of different topics fall under the umbrella of this field, from sewage treatment to wetlands
restoration. Many national governments have departments that are in charge of water resources,
and regional governments often have smaller offices of their own to focus on this issue. While the
conventional form of water resource management includes rain water harvesting, drip irrigation,
Integrated Water Resource Management, initiatives of government and interest groups, there are a
few peculiar yet efficient methodologies to combat this increasing problem. One of them is given
below.
Case Study: Israel’s “Ripple Effect”
One probably knows that Israel is mostly a desert. However, most people do not realize that this
beautiful, thriving country is in a water crisis. In this Case Study we are about to see, the challenges
Israel faces as it dries up, and what methods the Israeli nation is using to reverse the situation.
Fig. 14.1 : The Ripple Effect
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Source: http://www.oecd.org/israel/oecdreviewofagriculturalpoliciesisrael.htm

It is estimated that the world consumption of water is about 3,000,000,000,000 gallons per year. This
implies that each individual consumes about 450 gallons of water per year, out of which an immense
quantity is wasted. In such a scenario, Sami, member of the Israel water authority reveals that Israel
is the leading recycler of water, with an average of 75% of its water being recycled every year.
Challenges: Population of Israel is one of the crucial problems in the face of World Water crisis as
reported by Marlene Maier, president of the Northern California Chapter of the Jewish National
Fund. Also due to the increased migration of Russians and other neighboring countries in the 1980’s,
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there was a surge in water consumption thus resulting in water scarcity and a necessity for water
conservation.
Solutions:
1. The Primary motto of Israel’s water conservation policy is to ‘Keep Saving’. One of the initiatives
taken by the government to promote conservation of water is by increasing the cost of water
which in turn infests a sense of responsibility in all its citizens to use water effectively and
efficiently. Public promotions through means of advertisements were also a methodology
adopted to deliver the importance of water to its citizens.
2. Recycling of water is a very effective and conventional method for water conservation. Water is
too precious to use just once. While clean drinking water can be availed only once, agriculture
uses a large quantity of recycled water. Water in Israel is recycled in a 3 way process. Firstly, the
water in hand is cleaned using 8 variety of fishes which help remove dirt, worms, shells and other
fishes in the water. This is followed by sand paper filtration and chemical filtration using
chlorides, thus making water reusable.
3. Lastly, the process of desalination is Israel’s salient feature when it comes to conserving water.
Israel has the world’s largest Reverse Osmosis Desalination Plant. It is assumed that in next 10
years there would be enough desalination plants to provide water, sufficient to countries like
China, Saudi Arabia and even California.
Israelis believe that - ‘Water knows no border’. They not only supply 8% of their total water to Jordan
but have also taken initiative to make water available beyond borders and help countries suffering
from increased water scarcity to become water sufficient. Along with government aid and scientific
development, the role of public participation and involvement has also led to the speedy growth of
Water resource management in Israel. They aim at promoting a ‘Ripple effect’ thus influencing other
countries to promote water conservation and preservation.
(Source: http://water.tallyfox.com/mosaic/video/ripple-effect-israels-water-technology)
Around the world, 884 million people do not have access to safe drinking water and 2.5 billion are
without adequate sanitation facilities. To avoid a global water crisis, new management strategies
will have to be implemented in order to avoid setbacks in the allocation of water resources.
With all this been said and done, the challenge we face now is how to effectively conserve, manage,
and distribute the water we have. “Earth provides enough to satisfy every man's needs, but not
every man’s greed”, said Mahatma Gandhi. With a sustainable outlook, we can definitely make the
world a better place for the current as well as the next generation. If there’s need for action, then it is
now. And if not now, then when?
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15. TOWARDS AN IMPENDING
WATER CRISIS LEADING TO
WATER WARS
Dr. S. Xavier, HOD and Assistant Professor, St. Xavier's College, Kolkata.
1. Genesis of Water Crisis
Imbalances between availability and demand, the degradation of groundwater and surface water
quality, intersectoral competition, interregional and international conflicts, all bring water issues to
the fore. “Water” what we call the very basic requirement of our life without which we can’t survive,
is being privatised, commoditised and commercialised. Due to our pseudo understanding that the
Earth holds all the water it always has, We abuse water. We take it for granted, pollute it and price it
too cheaply. And we take too much of it from underground reservoirs too quickly.
Humans are already using more than half of the planet's available freshwater from rivers, lakes,
streams, and shallow aquifers. Don Hinrichsen, author of the article "A Human Thirst” says "Unless
we act quickly to reduce the demand for water and manage the water we have better, we will pay a
terrible price for plundering the Earth's plumbing system." United Nations General Secretary Mr.
Kofi Annan has warned that water is going to be a serious problem if we don’t manage properly.
Future wars are going to be on water and not oil. The Central and West Asia are already facing a war
like situation because of the existing water crunch. The David and Goliath attitude by Tamilnadu
and Karnataka during every monsoon season over sharing the Cauvery water is well known in
India.
The element that used to be available in ample/excess quantity once, is being challenged with the
threat of its scarcity. Water Privatisation by the governments with the euphemism of
“Disinvestment” (India), “Equitization” (Vietnam), “Capitalization” (Bolivia), “Peoplization” (Sri
Lanka), “Ownership reform” (China), “Disincorporation” (Mexico), in essence has lead to
commoditization of Water; It meant shifting power from Corporations to manage/control water viz.
Ownership, Collection, Purification, Distribution, Pricing by the private companies. Water is
gradually getting commercialised into a commodity which will surely be the “oil” for the next
century.
2. Global Water Crisis
• The global population has tripled over the past 50 years, and with an 800% increase in water
consumption per person in industrialised nations, the gravest crisis the world faces today is
water scarcity.
• Bad governance and corrupt utilities cause frequent water shortage in Central America.
• Andean mining operations have polluted Peru's Rivers, and the poor are hit especially hard;
Lower class neighbourhoods in Lima pay several times more for water than residents in
wealthier suburbs.
• Poor management and a lack of funds for water projects causes shortage all over sub-Saharan
Africa, even in the arable parts.
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• Bangladesh’s groundwater is naturally contaminated with arsenic and alternative water sources
are breeding grounds for diseases.
• Vietnam has plentiful rainfall and full rivers, but an infrastructure deficit means more than half
of the rural population has no access to potable water.
• Trans-national corporations have entered the developing countries to commercialise water
increasing their thirst for producing more bottled and packaged water by over exploitation of the
groundwater. Thus when we analyse the world situation for fresh and potable water, there
seems to be an impending crisis. (Compiled from "United Nations of Thirst", The Economic
Times, 23 April, 2013)
3. This Heart Desires For "MORE”
A famous advertisement for the beverage Pepsi in India goes like this " Yeh Dil Maange More" (This
heart desires for more). People, as they become wealthier, tend to use more water. Studies by the
Environmental Protection Agency put average American household water consumption at about
100 to 150 gallons per day per person, by far the highest in the world. Compare that to an average of
74 gallons in Europe, just 35 gallons by the Swiss and 23 gallons by the Chinese. Africans use just 17
gallons. Now, think of all the double-head showers being installed in tony condos throughout China
and India. (http://money.msn.com/exchange-traded-fund/is-water-the-new-gold-mirhaydari.aspx?page=0)
4. Water Crisis in India
• India has 18% of the world's population (Current Population of India in 2014 is 1.27 billion; in
2030- 1.53 billion) and 4%of the globe's water resources, About 80% of the water available is used
for farming and less than 10% by factories.
• The World Health Organization estimates that 97 million Indians lack access to safe water today,
second only to China. As a result, the World Bank estimates that 21% of communicable diseases
in India are related to unsafe water. (India’s Water Crisis: Causes and Cures.
http://www.nbr.org/research/activity.aspx?id=356)
• Rs.1.1 trillion Budget set aside by the central and state governments for sewage treatment,
irrigating and recycling of water for the five-year period ending March 2017
• Water availability per person dropped by 15% to 1,545 cubic litres in a decade, according to
Census 2011

Groundwater

Surface

• Industrial water demand may surge 57%
by 2025, being the most water-stressed
among the Group of 20 nations.
(Source: http://articles.economictimes.indiatimes.com/
2013-04-23/news/38763027_1_water-scarcity-waterusage-water-resources)

Fig. 15.1: Water Availability In India
(Source: http://www.arlingtoninstitute.org/wbp/global-water-crisis/606)
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Table-15.1: Fresh Water Demand In India
(The Statesman, 3rd September, 2002)

5.

Case Study: Delhi and Gurgaon

Delhi and Gurgaon are the two modern images of
India within the developing Bharat. The statistics
YEAR
1990
2000
2025
speak for themselves about these two developed
DOMESTIC
cities within India. The water Crisis is already
[cu km]
25
33
52
happening. Experts say Delhi's water demands
are
likely to reach 1,380 MGD (million gallons per
AGRICULTURE
day) by 2021, even though the current (as on 9th
[cu km]
460
630
770
February 2014) shortfall in demand and supply is
INDUSTRY
around 235 MGD. In March 15, 2008, the daily
[cu km]
67
89
228
demand was 900 MGD and the daily supply then
was 755 MGD, with the shortfall of 145 MGD. The
TOTAL
Uttar Pradesh government's proposal to the
[cu km]
552
952
1050
Centre for cleaning of the Ganga, the Yamuna and
the Gomti would require at least Rs 30,000 crore.
Besides the Yamuna, the other major source for meeting Delhi's water demand is the Ravi and the
Beas, which supply around 495 cusecs of water followed by 500 cusecs from the Ganga. (Delhi faces
water crisis as UP government threatens to cut Capital's water supply over Yamuna pollution,
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/indiahome/indianews/article-2555338/Delhi-faces-water-crisis-UPgovernment-threatens-cut-Capitals-water-supply-Yamuna-pollution.html)
A golden goose for realtors and investors alike, reckless destruction of the environment could
worsen the water crisis. A study done by Megha Shenoy of Resource Optimization Initiative, a firm
that does industrial ecology research in developing countries, says Gurgaon will be able to provide
less than half the per capita water recommended internationally by 2020.
The study says that Gurgaon would have only around 48 litres per capita per day (LPCD) of water by
2020. The international standard is 130 LPCD. The population of the city would have increased from
25 lakh to 43 lakh by then. The study also says that in 2010, water available in the city was 83 LPCD.
Gurgaon currently consumes nearly 200 million litres of water per day (MLD), of which 144 MLD
comes through canals and another 55 MLD is sourced as groundwater. 137 water bodies in Gurgaon
have dried up due to blockage in the natural path of water in the catchment area in and around
Aravalli hills area. (KP Narayana Kumar, Gurgaon on its deathbed: Haphazard model of
development causes severe water crisis, ET Bureau Feb 2, 2014. http://articles.economictimes.
indiatimes.com/2014-02-02/news/46898519_1_water-crisis-gurgaon-water-problem)
6. Bottled Water and Water Crisis
The multinationals and trans-nationals of the world are yet to provide “bottled breathing air” in a
big way, so let us direct our gaze to water, where they have already converted an “ubiquity”
(something that is omnipresent) into a “commodity” that can be commercially exploited. According
to industry body, the British Bottled Water Producers (BBWP): "As a nation we now drink more
bottled water than fruit juices and nectars, wines and spirits. UK bottled water consumption per
person advanced to nearly 34 litres in 2011, up from 26.9 litres in 2001". The BBWP says this figure is
expected to rise to almost 41 litres per person by 2021.
In the UK in 2012, the cumulative consumption of bottled water amounted to around two billion
litres, worth around £1.5 billion - a figure that is predicted to grow to around £2 billion over the next
four years. (David Gray, Britain's love affair with bottled water - a national scandal?, April 11th,
2013, http://www.theecologist.org/News/news_analysis/1883516/britains_love_affair_with_b
ottled_water_a_national_scandal.html)
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Consider the probability, in the U.S., that in the next few years, bottled water will overtake
carbonated soft drinks as the largest beverage category. American consumers spent $11.8 billion on
bottled water in 2012, drinking an average of 140 liters each. (Hannah Ellsbury, BOTTLED WATER
IS THE MARKETING TRICK OF THE CENTURY, April 29, 2014, http://www.banthebottle.net/
articles/bottled-water-is-the-marketing-trick-of-the-century/)
According to IKON's founder and principal consultant, Azaz Motiwala, "Globally, the Western
countries are having the highest per capita consumption of bottled water with Mexico being on top
having highest per capita consumption of more than 250 litres, followed by Italy at around 190. The
Asian countries are far behind in terms of per capita consumption of bottled water with only
Thailand (115 litres) and China-Hong Kong (95 litres) representing in top 20 countries with highest
per capita consumption. (http://articles.economictimes.indiatimes.com/2012-0703/news/32524033_1_bottled-water-water-market-capita-consumption)
Bottled Up: The Facts Behind Bottled Water
• Making bottles to meet America’s demand for bottled water uses more than 17 million barrels
of oil annually, enough to fuel 1.3 million cars for a year. And that’s not even including the oil
used for transportation.
• The energy we waste using bottled water would be enough to power 190,000 homes.
• Last year, the average American used 167 disposable water bottles, but only recycled 38.
• Americans used about 50 billion plastic water bottles last year. However, the U.S.’s recycling
rate for plastic is only 23 percent, which means 38 billion water bottles – more than $1 billion
worth of plastic – are wasted each year.
• The recommended eight glasses of water a day, at U.S. tap rates equals about $.49 per year; that
same amount of bottled water is about $1,400.
• Antimony, which is found in PET plastic bottles, in small doses can cause dizziness and
depression; in larger doses it can cause nausea, vomiting and death.
(Source: http://www.banthebottle.net/bottled-water-facts/)
7. Bottled Water Growth In India
Consumption of bottled water in India is linked to the level of prosperity in the different regions. The
western region accounts for 40 per cent of the market and the eastern region just 10. However, the
bottling plants are concentrated in the southern region, i.e. of the 3400 + bottling water plants in
India, more than 55 % are in 4 southern states. This is a major problem because southern India,
especially Tamil Nadu, is water starved. (Figure-2, http://bottledwaterindia.org/indian-bottledwatermarket/)
The study estimates, there are more than 12000 are unregistered plants in India. At present, the small
pack has maximum market share due to easy affordability and availability. The one-litre bottle holds
significant market share. However, in recent years the institutional supply is picking up with supply
of bulk packs. (http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/india-business/Bottled-water-market-grows-atCompound-Annual-Growth-Rate-of-19/articleshow/14390583.cms)
Tamil Nadu alone has the highest number (700) of BIS-compliant bottled water manufacturers, one
every 185 kilometers. Andhra Pradesh and Karnataka are next in the list having 570 and 200 BIScompliant bottled water firms (FIg. 15.2). Among the top brands, it is Bisleri that still dominates the
national packaged water brands followed by Aquafina (Pepsi) and Kinely (Coca Cola).
(http://www.financialexpress.com/news/South-hosts-over-55-of-bottled-water-factories/786931#)
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The per capita consumption of bottled water in
India was at 16.20 litres during 2010-11 and
jumped by almost 21 percent to 19.60 litres in
2011-12. However, comparing it with global
market, India is far behind the global average of
around 30 litres, the report said. But, by the end
of 2020, consumption in India will reach around
30 litres but at the same time global average of
consumption of bottled water would be around
40 litres.

Fig. 15.2: Packaged Bottle Water Units Per State
(Source: http://www.financialexpress.com/news/South-hosts-over-55of-bottled-water-factories/786931#)

The domestic bottled water market (including
organised and unorganised players) is
estimated at Rs 8,000 crore, and expected to
grow to Rs 10,000 crore by 2013, says a study.
The bottled water market which has been
growing at a CAGR of 19%, is expected to
continue its growth momentum and grow over
four-folds to Rs 36,000 crore by 2020.
(http://articles.economictimes.indiatimes.com/2012-07-03/news/
32524033_1_bottled-water-water-market-capita-consumption)

8. Case Studies:
Kala Dera, Rajasthan and Plachimada, Kerala
In the year 2000, Coca-Cola began exploiting groundwater
in the municipality of Kala Dera, Rajasthan, in India. Before
Coca-Cola set up its operations in Kala Dera in 1999, water
reserves were already slowly shrinking: the level fell 3.94
meters from 1999 to 2000. However, Coca-Cola has
definitely worsened the problem, according to the India
Resource Center. From 2000 to 2010 (the ten years after
Coca-Cola’s appearance in the region) groundwater levels
plummeted 25.35 meters.
Farmers of the region blame the drastic fall on the bottling
plant set up by Hindustan Coca-Cola Beverage, which
allegedly draws far more water than can be naturally
recharged. According to data compiled by the Rajasthan
Groundwater department, in the 16 years from 1984 the
groundwater levels at Kaladera dropped from 13 to 42
feet, at an average annual rate of 1.81 feet. But from 2000 to
2011, the drop was sharp from 42 to 131 feet at the rate of
8.9 feet a year. (At Kaladera farmers battle beverage giant,
The Hindu, January 23, 2014).
In Plachimada, Kerala, India, Coca-Cola was forced to
shut down its plant in 2004 and is now liable for $48
million damages in water reserves depletion due to its
operations in the area.
(http://www.banthebottle.net/articles/why-arent-we-all-banning-the-bottle/)
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Fig. 15.3: Sinking Groundwater Level (in Meters)
(Source: http://www.banthebottle.net/articles/
why-arent-we-all-banning-the-bottle/)

9. Bottled Water: its effect on Environment and Public Health
People often think that the bottled water is safer than tap water. There is no reason to suppose that
bottled water is safer than tap water - in fact, some unfortunate people have a bad reaction to small
quantities of polyethylene terephthalate (PET), which dissolves into bottled water from the bottle
itself.
Unborn babies harmed by Bisphenol-A ( BPA) Chemicals in Plastic baby bottle. It causes increased
risk for obesity and type two diabetes. Reproductive issues and even breast cancer in females are also
identified as some of the serious health effects from BPA chemical exposure. After all, BPA
containers have been found to contain synthetic estrogens. (http://guardianlv.com/2014/04/infantsand-unborn-babies-harmed-by-bpa-chemicals-in-plastic/)
The study conducted by the Centre for Science and Environment (CSE) found in one of the brands,
pesticide residues were 104 times higher than the norm prescribed by the EU. In another, it is 84
times higher. In one sample, the malathion present was 400 times higher than the norm.
The pesticides identified are lindane, DDT, chlorpyrifos and malathion. They collect in the body
over the years and cause cancer, attack the nervous system and weaken the immune system.
(http://articles.economictimes.indiatimes.com/2003-02-08/news/27559969_1_bottled-water-pesticideresidues-extremely-harmful-pesticides)
The UK bottled water industry releases 350,000 tonnes of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere each
year thus increasing the greenhouse concentrations beyond measures.
10. Water Crisis and Water Wars
Water Crisis issues are poised to result in political turmoil, because more than 20 countries today get
more than half their drinking water from rivers flowing out of neighboring countries, and more than
240 water basins around the world cross political borders. Major rivers like the Colorado and the Rio
Grande, sucked dry by thirsty municipalities and farmers, now reach the ocean only during very wet
years. Imagine the issues to be faced in the years to come along rivers like the Mekong, which flows
through China, Burma, Laos, Thailand, Cambodia and Vietnam.
Conflict almost erupted over water in 1975, when Turkey drained the Euphrates to fill a newly
completed dam, and a bit further downriver, Syria dammed the river to fill a reservoir of its own.
Thus only a fifth of the usual river water reached Iraq. Baghdad mobilized troops and threatened to
bomb Syria, and Syria said it was Turkey's fault. The situation was defused by Saudi Arabia who
suggested that Syria should allow a "goodwill" release of water to Iraq. Since then, Turkey has built
the Ataturk Dam, and the Turkish and Syrian governments are already in conflict over it. (Geoffrey
Lean, "Troubled waters," Observer, 4 July 1993).
A new crisis is brewing along the border between Israel and Lebanon, but this one is not about
Lebanese guerrillas fighting the occupation of Lebanese land or even about Palestinian guerrillas
crossing the frontier to fight the occupation of Palestinian land. It is about water. Lebonese have
installed a pump at the Wazzani Springs to develop the impoverished southern Lebanon. Prime
Minister Ariel Sharon has threatened military action to prevent what he and other officials in the
Jewish state ludicrously describe as the theft of their water.
Hizbullah, the organization that dogged Israeli occupation forces until they finally left in 2000, had
warned to “cut off” their hands ( Israeli soldiers’) and in no uncertain terms that if the Israelis knock
out the Wazzani site, retaliation will ensue. For example, an Israeli juice plant sits within a few
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hundred yards of the border, well within the range of even Hizbullah's smaller weapons. It has been
mentioned as a possible target if Israel destroys the new pump.
Thus world’s growing thirst for water is becoming a major potential trigger for war and global
warming is set to accentuate that risk. Ecologists have warmed for years a looming water crunch
when in hot, dry regions, the demands of a surging population could exceed the supply from lakes,
rivers and aquifer reeling from pollution or drained by decades of over use. Kofi Annan has said that
he fears national rivalries over water resources could contain the seeds of violent conflict.
His saying bears witness by the following water conflicts existing in the world.
Table 15.2: Water Conflicts And Water Wars

Table 15.3: Rationing Cauvery Water

l
Israel vs Lebanon

- Wazzani River

YEAR

Water in tmc ft. / week

l
Turkey vs Syria and Iraq

- Tigris and Euphrates

1924

575.68

l
India vs Nepal

- Mahakali River

1974

489

l
India vs Bangladesh

- Ganges River

1991

199

l
Punjab vs Harayana

- SYL Canal

2002

1.25 daily basis

2002

l
Tamilnadu vs Kerala

- Bhavani River

Reduce from 1.25
0.8 daily basis

l
Tamilnadu vs Karnataka - Cauvery River
l
West Bengal vs Bihar

- Tunughat Dam

(Source: http://www.hindu.com/2011/06/14/
stories/2011061462260400.htm)

10.1 Case Study: Cauvery Water Dispute:
Sharing the Cauvery waters has been a contentious issue between Karnataka and Tamilnadu for
centuries. This year a man drowned himself [committed suicide] demonstrators attacked vehicles
registered in the other state and trains heading there, films were banned, padyatra was taken, prayers
were offered in the temples to propitiate the rain God – all for water. The agreement that took place
between Karnataka and Madras 1924 gave Tamilnadu 575.68 tmc ft. (Table 15.3). In 1974 a meeting
between the Chief Ministers of the 4 Cauvery basin states convened by the then Union Irrigation
Minister Mr. Jagjiven Ram gave a share of 489 tmc ft to Tamilnadu and 177 tmc ft for Karnataka and 5
tmc ft for Kerala. 1991 Supreme Court constituted a Cauvery water dispute tribunal and in its
interim award dated 25.06.1991 asked Karnataka to release 205 tmc ft into the Mettur dam in a water
year beginning June with specific quantity for each month on a weekly basis. Out of its share of 205
tmc ft Tamilnadu was to release 6 tmc ft to Karikal, which is a part of the Union territory of
Pondicherry. In 1998 Cauvery river authority with Prime Minister as Chairman and the four Chief
Ministers as state members was established.
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11. Future Hope of Actions
1. Proper maintenance of water Pipe system: Water loss from Mexico cities leaky supply system,
which serves 70 million, would be enough to meet the needs of 3 million people. In many
countries, more than 30% of domestic supply is lost to porous pipes, faulty equipment, and
poorly maintained distribution systems.
2. Flush and Forget mindset: Americans use more than 4.8 billion gallons of water per day merely
to flush toilets. ("U.S. Environmental Protection Agency). An improved toilet system where the
flushed water can be treated and reused should be considered.
3. Proper Management of Water: If India’s aspiration for continued economic growth and
improved social and environmental conditions have to be met, fundamental changes in how
water is captured, allocated, planned and managed must occur.
4. Traditional Rainwater Harvesting Methods: People must give importance to the traditional
water harvesting methods of collecting the rain water in Zings, Kuls, Kmds, Bamboo pipelines,
anicuts, johads, baolis. Anna Hazare’s contribution in Maharashtra and Rajendra Singh’s
contribution to Rajasthan cannot escape one’s memory. Rajasthan is no more a synonym for
drought and water scarcity. The traditional water harvesting structures called johads built by the
villagers have changed the face of Rajasthan's Alwar and neighboring districts. River Ruparel
started flowing perennially after three decades. It is among the five rivers of Alwar that has seen
life after death, thanks to the commitment and foresight of Dr. Rajendra Singh and his team Tarun
Bharath Sangh, who were instrumental in mobilising communities to rejuvenate their own water
resources.
5. Improved Tank Management: For agricultural based communities depended on seasonal
rainfall, improved tank management opens the path to multiple opportunities like greater
harvest and improved access to water used in the home.
6. Water Awareness Campaigns: Each government should launch a massive awareness campaign
among its citizens on the essentiality of water conservation.
7. Biotechnological Contribution: Scientific research towards water resistant (drought-resistant)
and less water requiring crops can be carried out and biotechnological contributions can be
awaited. Accordingly the farmers will benefit from their mode of cultivating particular type of
crops.
8. Change in Agricultural Practices: Farmers often engage themselves in using large amount of
water for the cultivation of cotton and sugarcane. They should also follow certain dry
agricultural practices and follow crop rotation pattern in their mode of cultivation
9. To Declare water as an essential commodity: Water should be declared as essential commodity
and its wastage be considered as an offence to ensure its optimal use. Water could be supplied to
the farmers at least at subsidized prices. Use of drinking water for other purposes like watering
the lawns and car wash should be prohibited.
10. Organic Farming: It has been established that by switching over to organic farming we can
reduce the demand for water for irrigation purposes by 50 per cent.
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16. GREEN CONSTRUCTION –

BUILDING A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE
Shradha Agarwal, Dipantor Talukdar and S. Xavier*
BMM, IVth Semester, St. Xavier’s College (Autonomous), Kolkata.
* HOD & Assistant Professor, Dept. Environmental Studies, SXC, Kolkata.,
1. Introduction
Green construction is the philosophy and practice of using products and methods that promote
environmental care and optimal living, through a commitment to natural resource conservation,
energy efficiency, and better indoor air quality. Sustainable or “green building” design and
construction is the opportunity to use our resources more efficiently, while creating healthier and
more energy-efficient homes. Success comes in the form of leaving a lighter footprint on the
environment through conservation of resources, while at the same time balancing energy-efficient,
cost-effective, low-maintenance products for our construction needs. In other words, green building
design involves finding the delicate balance between homebuilding and the sustainable
environment. Green buildings, defined as those with minimal adverse impact on the environment,
including the buildings themselves, their immediate surroundings, and the broader urban, regional
and global settings. Five oft-citied objectives for sustainable buildings are resource efficiency,
energy efficiency, pollution prevention, harmonization with the environment, and integrated and
systemic approaches.
2. Green Building History
The history of green building dates back to 1970's. The green building field is stated to rise in
popularity in the nineties. One of the first milestones for the green movement in the United States
was in 1989 when the American Association of Architects (AIA) formed the Committee on the
Environment. This organization released the Environmental Resource Guide in 1992, which was
paid for by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Also in 1992 the EPA and the Department
of Energy launched the Energy Star program, which is more popular now than ever before. 1992 also
saw the first US city, Austin, TX; release a local green housing program.
The following year, 1993 saw many more advancements and the United States Green Building
Council (USGBC) was founded. The White House also had many green renovation projects done
during the Clinton administration in 1993. More and more people started realizing the benefits and
started making small changes in their homes by going energy star with appliances. In 1998 the
USGBC launched their Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) program and they
helped contribute to the future of green building. These different programs have helped make many
changes when it comes to environmentally friendly construction and they are a big part of the
history of building green.
The Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) defined in the Kyoto Protocol (IPCC, 2007) also
proposes emission reduction in buildings for a lighter carbon and ecological footprint.
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3. Green Building in India
Indian Green Building Council (IGBC), formed by Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) in the year
2001, is continuously striving towards wider adoption of eco-friendly / green building concepts in
the Indian Industry. It has licensed the LEED Green Building Standard from the U.S. Green Building
Council and currently is responsible for certifying LEED-New Construction and LEED-Core and
Shell buildings in India. One of these is RMZ Millenia Park, Chennai, India's largest LEED goldrated Core & Shell green building.
IGBC is facilitating the green building movement through the following services:
1. Certification of Green Buildings in India
2. IGBC Accredited Professional examination
3. Green Building workshops & training programs
4. Green Building missions
5. Green Building Congress - India's flagship event on green buildings
The concept of Green Buildings is rapidly increasing. There are many energy efficient buildings in
India, situated in a variety of climatic zones. India is progressing towards building green and owns
more than 300 functional eco-friendly, green buildings. Mumbai accounts about 20% of the total
green buildings in India. ONGC has also started up with their green building initiatives. Their first
'Green' office in the country was successfully inaugurated at Dehradun (Uttarakhand), this May and
they are now coming up with four more green buildings at Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata and Hyderabad.

Fig. 16.1: Green Building Plan (Source: http://cblueprints.com/category/sustainable-design-2/)
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4. Green Building : Salient Features
A few aspects of green building concept are outlined below.
A.

Lot design, preparation and development - Thoughtful and efficient site design and
development practices helps lessen environmental impact and improve the energy
performance of new constructions. The designs with a focus on saving trees, constructing
onsite storm water retention/infiltration features and orienting the house to maximize solar
power gain are basic aspects in a green building.

B.

Resource efficiency - Environmental components like air, water and natural resources should
be used in the most efficient way. Also, creating resource efficient designs and using resource
efficient materials can maximize function while optimizing the use of natural resources.

C.

Energy efficiency - Mainly renewable energy is used in such constructions. The use of the
daylight is maximized. Heat recovery ventilators and geothermal heat pumps save energy.
Further, a careful window selection, building envelope air sealing, duct sealing, proper
placement of air and vapor barriers, and use of solar powered heating/cooling systems will
contribute towards an energy efficient building.

D.

Water efficiency - Green homes often focus on conserving water both indoors and out.
Rainwater harvesting is an important resource. Implementing more efficient water delivery
system indoors and native and water retaining and drought resistant landscaping selections
outdoors can aid preventing unnecessary waste of valuable water resources.

E.

Indoor environmental Quality - An increase in respiratory ailments and allergies and the use
of chemicals that can give off gas from materials have greatly contributed to sensitive
awareness of the air we breathe inside our homes. The green building focuses on measures that
can lessen the effects of potential contamination through filtration. Green buildings assure to be
naturally ventilated and ventilating system is such that it does not harm the other neighboring
buildings.

F.

Eco-Friendly materials used for construction - The engineers of these buildings try to ensure
that the materials and resources used are environmental-friendly. From building materials to
the interior furniture, everything is mostly made through recycling of products. 'Waste
reduction plans' are carried out by the engineers and team.

5. Importance of Green Buildings
A. Environmental Benefits
1. Emissions Reduction - Green building techniques like solar powering and use of daylight
replace the use of fossil fuel fired electricity and reduce harmful emissions.
2. Water Conservation - Recycling rainwater and grey water for purposes like urinal flow and
irrigation can preserve potable water and yield significant water savings.
3. Storm water Management – Storm water runoffs can cause waterway erosion, flooding, and
carry pollutants into water sources. Harvesting and redirecting storm water, building surfaces
with permeable materials, and using green roofs can control and utilize overflow.
4. Temperature Moderation - The heat retention properties of tall buildings and urban materials
such as concrete and asphalt are the primary causes of urban heat island effect. These conditions
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may be offset by conscientious building design and site selection, as well as planting trees to
accompany new developments.
5. Waste Reduction - Construction and demolition generates a huge portion of solid waste.
Building deconstruction as an alternative to full-scale demolition results in massive decreases of
waste production.
D. Economic Benefits
1. Energy and Water Savings - The resource efficiency provided by green design leads to drastic
reductions in operation costs that quickly recoup any additional project costs and continue to
offer dramatic long-term savings.
2. Increased Property Values - With energy costs on the rise, the low operating costs and easy
maintenance of green buildings make for lower vacancy rates and higher property values.
3. Decreased Infrastructure Strain - Efficient buildings exert less demand on the local power grid
and water supply, stretching the capacity of local infrastructure.
4. Improved Employee Attendance - Green design emphasizes increased natural lighting and
control of ventilation and temperature-attributes that improve employee health and prevent
absences.
5. Increased Employee Productivity - Employee productivity has been positively correlated to
indoor environmental conditions, and shows improvements where green principles have been
applied.
6. Development of Local Talent Pool - With increased attention being paid to global climate
change and the need for renewable energy sources, the field of building design and construction
is moving toward sustainability as a permanent objective.
E. Social Benefits
1. Improved Health - Poor indoor environmental quality (IEQ) resulting from insufficient air
circulation, poor lighting, temperature variances, carpeting and furniture materials, toxic
adhesives and paint contribute widely to respiratory problems, allergies, nausea, headaches, and
skin rashes. Green building emphasizes ventilation and non-toxic, low emitting materials that
create healthier and more comfortable living and working environments.
2. Improved Schools - The healthier environment and atmosphere in school buildings utilizing
green design and construction principles is shown to lead to significant reductions in student
absenteeism and improvements in test scores.
3. Healthier Lifestyles and Recreation - A key element of sustainable design is the preservation of
natural environments, which afford a variety of recreation and exercise opportunities. Green
buildings also seek to facilitate alternatives to driving, such as bicycling and public transport,
which eases local traffic while encouraging personal health and fitness.
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5.1 Case Study
A. Avani Residence
Site Area: 1869.3 sq m
Built Up area: 1829.7 sq m
Number of floors: Cellar+Ground+2

Avani, a green home residence in
Hyderabad, India, is designed and
constructed considering all the
appropriate green features and
technologies. It is platinum
certified under IGBC Green
Homes rating.

Fig. 16.2 : Avani Residence

(Source: http://210.212.96.131/rpcb/Green_Building/GB_CaseStudies.pdf)

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Located on Jubilee Hills, Avani has
picturesque location with a
natural lake view on one side and
the famed Golconda fort on the
other. Designed to include both
leisure and business needs of the
owner, the house has an office,
library, exhibition space, open sitouts, courtyard, water body,
swimming pool, open to sky toilets
apart from

Roof garden,
Charging facility for electric cars and scooters,
100% covered parking,
Rain water storage and reuse Fig. 16.3 : Avani Residence - Grey Water Reuse
for landscaping,
DRI Fresh Air systems called
Energy Recovery Ventilators
(ERVs) in the conditioned
areas,
Natural woolen carpets,
Zero VOC paints and
Biodegradable house
keeping chemicals.

This is an eco-friendly building
that brings the entire spectrum
of colors grey, blue, orange and
so on with each hue bringing
out strikingly one naturefriendly element embedded in
the house. It is grey as well as

(Source: http://210.212.96.131/rpcb/Green_Building/GB_CaseStudies.pdf)
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blue as the house uses
harvested rain water and
recycles used water
eliminating the need for a
water connection, it is
orange when it glows in the
sunlight that touches almost
every part of it, including
some sections of the cellar
where it is guided through a
sun pipe, it is red for the
kind of life support system it
is going to provide by
having all sorts of trees for
various creatures to live on
and also for the use of
recycled timber for almost
(Source: http://210.212.96.131/rpcb/Green_Building/GB_CaseStudies.pdf)
all applications with the
exception of cupboards, and
bamboo flooring and it is violet for all the luxuries of nature the house brings to its occupants. With
high ceilings and walls of either glass or perforated steel sheets drawing in the daylight from all sides
and even bathrooms open to the sky, it's like one is almost living in the open nature.
Fig. 16.4 : Energy Efficiency

The double-glazed glasses, however, do not allow the heat, inside. Solar panels generate enough
electricity to run fans and meet other daytime requirements. Low VOC paints ensure indoor air
quality. The lush lawns on various floors add the literal green to the house.
6. Conclusion
During the last 30-40 years we have been sensing the bitter experience of global warming, ozone
depletion, resource depletion, energy scarcity, ecological toxicity, human toxicity, acid rains etc.
These have alarmed, rather compelled the mankind to change the way they operate on the earth.
Though we cannot avoid affecting the environment, the green buildings will aim and contribute
towards minimizing the environmental impact. Since around 40% of energy of the world is
consumed by buildings and more than 20% green house gas emissions come from the buildings,
Green Building is a very positive concept of controlling these figures and is a way, which provides us
with solutions to live healthier and make the world a better place to live in.
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17. GLOBAL EARTH SUMMITS
Vaibhav Agarwal, B.Com (M), IInd Sem.
1. Rio Summit, 1992
“Sustainable development” has been defined in the Brundtland report, (Our Common Future) as
“development which meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs.” Five years after the Brundtland Report, the UN General
Assembly convened the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED)
to assess and monitor the progress made towards sustainable development.
Accordingly, the Rio Earth Summit was held at Rio de Janeiro in Brazil in June 1992, as the largest
environmental conference ever held was
attended by over 30,000 people including 105
heads of state. The primary objectives of the
conference were to develop the aspirations
and achievements of the Brundtland Report,
with a view to respond to ever-increasing
global environmental problems and to agree
major treaties on climate change , biodiversity
and forest management. Further, UNCED
made an attempt to establish the relationship
between economics, science and the
environment in a political context. Perhaps for
the first time, a major environmental
conference adopted a more nature-centred
approach towards environmental problems.
Fig. 17.1 : Global Earth Summits

1.1 Contributions
The Earth Summit produced a number of outcomes including:
∑
The Convention on Biological Diversity;
∑
The Framework Convention on Climate Change;
∑
Principles of Forest Management;
∑
The Rio Declaration on Environment and Development; and
∑
Agenda 21.
In aggregate the aforesaid outcomes transcended every aspect of sustainable development.
Regulations were passed and many agreements made, binding nations, including the UK, to become
more sustainable. These agreements and guidelines are still complied today and are affecting many
political and business decisions.
2. Global Earth Summit 2002 or Rio +10
Just a decade after the Rio Earth Summit, the United Nations World Summit on Sustainable
Development (WSSD), also known as Earth Summit II or Rio +10, was held from 26th August 2002 to
4th September 2002 in Johannesburg, South Africa.
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2.1 Contributions
A. Global Warming:
As various organizations and
∑
nations were hoping for better
feasible plans, the agreement
referred the need to ratify or
amend the Kyoto Protocol.

Fig. 17.2 : CO2 Emission Status
How the world changed since Eco92

CO2 emission increased

36%*

∑
Russia and some other nations
made an announcement
regarding the ratification of the
Kyoto Protocol which was a
positive sign since earlier some
nations had implied that they
might not ratify the same.
∑
Had they not, with the U.S.
already rejecting the protocol,
Kyoto might have headed for
collapse.
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Emerging countries saw an increase of 64% in CO2 emission since 1992,
compared with an 8% increase in developed countries.*
However developed countries still have the highest emissions per capita.
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world_changed_4.gif

B. Biodiversity and Natural Resources:
∑
Nations agreed to cut the extinctions rate of rare flaura and fauna by 2010.
∑
The agreement committed to restore fisheries to their maximum sustainable yields by 2015;
∑
Establishment of representative network of marine protected areas was agreed to be developed
by 2012;
∑
Improving developing countries' access to environmentally-sound alternatives to ozone
depleting chemicals by 2010 was agreed upon.
Despite several positive side, World Wildlife Fund, one of the world's leading conservation
organizations, opined that the Summit didn't do enough.
3. United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development or Rio +20
The third international conference on sustainable development was held in Rio de Janeiro from 13 June
2012 to 22 June 2012. The primary result of the conference was the non-binding document, "The Future
We Want," a 49 page work paper. In it, the heads of state of the 192 governments in attendance renewed
their political commitment to sustainable development and declared their commitment to the
promotion of a sustainable future. The document largely reaffirms previous action plans like Agenda 21.
3.1 Contributions
Some important outcomes of the conference include the following:
∑
The text includes language supporting the development of Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs), a set of measurable targets aimed at promoting sustainable development globally. It is
thought that the SDGs will pick up where the Millennium Development Goals leave off and
address criticism that the original Goals fail to address the role of the environment in
development.”
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An attempt was made to shore up the UN Environment Programme (UNEP) in order to make it
∑
the “leading global environmental authority” by setting forth eight key recommendations
which primarily includes, strengthening its governance through universal membership,
increasing its financial resources and strengthening its engagement in key UN coordination
bodies.
∑
An agreement was entered between the nations to evaluate the alternatives to GDP as a measure
of wealth which will consider environmental and social factors also into account with a view to
assess and pay for ‘environmental services’ provided by nature, like habitat protection and
carbon sequestration.
∑
It was recognised that "fundamental changes in the way societies consume and produce are
indispensable for achieving global sustainable development.” However, European Union
officials suggest that this may result in shift of taxes so workers pay less and polluters and
landfill operators pay more.
∑
All nations reaffirmed commitments to phase out fossil fuel subsidies.
∑
Apart from the aforesaid points, over 400 voluntary commitments were made by Member States
for sustainable development.
∑
40 African countries agreed to implement "The Future We Want" at African Ministerial
Conference on the Environment.
4. Conclusion
The Rio Earth Summit in 1992 reached a number of ambitious conclusions related to sustainable
development. Two major Conventions on Climate Change and biodiversity were signed there.
Agenda 21 established a comprehensive blueprint for the kind of actions needed by governments
and others to achieve a sustainable path for development in the future. The Rio Declaration
enshrined a set of core values and principles that all countries subscribed to. And there seemed at the
time to be the basis of a historic deal by which the richer countries of the North would commit more
resources and technology to helping the South build their capacity for managing their own
development in a more sustainable and environmentally friendly way.
Rio + 10. Now 10 years on the story is not much better. One description is that we have achieved
Slightly Less Unsustainable Development Gesturing at the Environment, or SLUDGE. Of course
there are some better developments here and there. The vitality of Local Agenda 21 throughout the
world and the efforts of local communities to take better control of their own environments through
this means are one obvious and encouraging example. Some businesses have made significant
improvement in their standards of operation throughout the world. NGOs of all kinds have
achieved some successes on particular issues in particular areas. Some parliaments have
strengthened their capacity for monitoring and challenging progress on environmental and
sustainability issues.
Rio + 20. The primary result of conference held in Rio de Janeiro in June 2012 was the document,
"The Future We Want," wherein state of 192 governments renewed their political binding to
sustainable development and stated their commitment towards promotion of sustainable future.
This includes supporting development of SDGs. Further, it was agreed that nations will consider
alternatives to GDP as wealth measure which will take into account environmental and social
factors. Finally, all nations reaffirmed their commitments to plan and proceed towards fossil fuel
subsidies to assist in sustainable future.
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18. TOWARDS
ECO-SPIRITUALITY;

GIVE TO CAESAR WHAT IS CAESAR’S:
GIVE TO EARTH, WHAT IS GOD’S
Dr. S. Xavier SJ, HOD and Assistant Professor, Dept. Environmental Studies, SXC, Kolkata.
1. Nature’s Fury on God
On 14th June, 2013, millions of people across India watched in stunned disbelief as the primetime
airwaves were filled with the shocking images of the river Mandakini, in raging spate, lashed against
a larger than life idol of Lord Shiva. By the time dawn broke out, the statue of the Lord was
conspicuous in its absence and the Nation watched in numb disbelief as the magnitude of the
disaster that had struck unveiled itself.
This particular footage was symbolic and will continue to haunt devout Indians and everyone who
had sampled a piece of Nature’s fury from the safe confines of their drawing rooms, for a long time to
come. For, it was, as if nature was literally taunting man’s so-called “progress”, choosing to prove as
she has been doing since the time of Noah, how puny we humans actually are by unleashing her
wrath on the Gods of our creation. “You think you have harnessed me to turn the wheels of your
developmental agenda? You think you have put me on leash and can force me to do your bidding?
You think your knowledge has mastered the wisdom that I have taken eons to create?” she seemed to
be asking rhetorically, even as a wall of water rushed down the slopes, carrying boulders of
destruction, sweeping everything on the way like autumn leaves.
2. The Untold Misery
The scientific meteorological explanation was simple: from 14th to 17th June 2013, a multi-day
cloudburst centered on the North Indian state of Uttarakhand caused devastating floods and
landslides as Uttarakhand and adjoining areas received heavy rainfall, which was about 375 percent
more than the benchmark rainfall during a normal monsoon. This caused the melting of Chorabari
Glacier at the height of 3800 metres, and eruption of the Mandakini River which led to heavy floods
near Gobindghat, Kedar Dome, Rudraprayag district, Uttarakhand, Himachal Pradesh and Western
Nepal, and torrential rainfall in other nearby regions of Delhi, Haryana, Uttar Pradesh and some
parts of Tibet. Official postmortem reports too were equally callous in their characteristic manner –
warnings were not sufficiently sounded which led to the people getting caught unawares, leading to
the comparatively high loss of life, limb and property. The Breaking News brigade soon moved on to
the next sensation, the wailing tears of those bereaved dried up, the Mandakini went back to her
placid meandering self and normalcy returned, for all practical purposes. But has Nature, really
made her point? Or, did her fury fall on deaf ears? Either way, was it a one-off event, or is there more
to come?
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3. Human Actions Warming the Nations
“Tsunamis, Hurricanes, Cloudbursts … the terms are not new. It is not that these natural calamities
are striking us suddenly as they have been there since time immemorial", However, what is really
frightening is the way their frequency is increasing and the intensity with which they are baring their
destructive fangs. If these are the effects of man’s desire to play God with Nature, then the causes
leading to global warming and climate change too are known to us all. What however, is the real
clincher is that fact that if Hurricane Katrina, Uttarakhand or the Tsunami in Japan are the result of
400 ppm (as on 2nd April, 2014, 399.47 ppm) of carbon dioxide in the air, what will happen when we,
in our wisdom pollute the atmosphere further to doubled level of 800 ppm by the end of this century?
Is that the goal that we set for our future generation?
4. Environmental Education to become Eco-conscious Citizens
To the wide majority of the world’s population, forced to fight for their very survival, and doomed to
the darkness induced by illiteracy, such questions are but esoteric and have no real meaning. To the
select few who are both educated and whose quest for conspicuous consumption has brought the
world to this precipice, the matter is equally irrelevant. “It is the making of the lunatic fringe of
science – people seeking to play on the inherent fear psychosis of the population to fund their
fantastic theories. Surely, all those Cassandra’s yelling about the imminent end of the world down
the ages have proved them wrong and the Earth that has survived catastrophes in the past will surely
heal itself out in the future as well?” they point out in complacent superiority. And it is exactly this
misplaced confidence that we have to address, if we were to ensure the safety and wellbeing of our
children.
Today, global warming, climate change, extreme weather patterns, natural disasters … are all terms
that not only enjoy top of the mind recall but are well ingrained into the global consciousness to the
point of losing their edge and becoming irrelevant, like sub-Saharan poverty and malnutrition.
Science with its clinical precision has floated them, engaged the “minds” and typically turned them
into right brain concerns that neither touch the hearts, nor motivate people to mould themselves to
reverse the action that they themselves have set into motion.
5. Reducing our Greed to Plunder the Earth
And, this is precisely why the need of the hour is to take a holistic approach to the problem: to
address the burning issues of the day, from a spiritual plane. It is an approach that is much easier
done than said, for all major religions are unanimous in their basic teachings about being
conscientious about the environment – about living responsibly, about taking from Mother Earth
only what is needed as opposed to being wanton pillagers driven by greed to plunder.
6. Awe and Wonder God’s Creation
At the Battle of the Milvian Bridge in 312 Emperor Constantine saw the “sign” which led humanity to
take the course to where we are today. Such signs are everywhere now – and it is up to us to read
them and to do the bidding of our faith for the ultimate triumph of mankind. “God” they say, “is in
small everyday things”. Being faithful, walking the path of Godliness, is not about building
cathedrals that mock time, it is about invoking His name in every breath we take, every move we
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make. It is about being His pencil, so that our lives can be the instruments of His eternal writing.
Similarly, responding to the twin menace of Global warming and Climate Change is not so much
about Earth shattering events that will change the course of Nature, but about changing the course of
our natural instincts so that we too may be parts of the change that we seek. Remember, Science built
the Titanic, but Noah, paying heed to God’s will, built the Ark. God does not want us to be the Ocean
– let us be the individual drops that will join to make His “seas of change”.
7. Repent and Act Now
And when we do that we will only be playing out History. The “brash and the insolent” prodigal son,
who had forsaken the Father and is today faced with hunger brought about by a famine that is the
result of his creation has returned home. Jesus Christ had told us the Parable of the Prodigal Son,
where the repenting younger son had cried:
“I have recklessly forgotten Your glory, O Father;
And among sinners I have scattered the riches which You gave to me.
And now I cry to You as the Prodigal:
I have sinned before You, O merciful Father;
Receive me as a penitent and make me as one of Your hired servants.”
We all know what the father had done: despite the grumblings of the faithful older son, He had
embraced the one who had deviated and led him on the path of righteousness. It is time for us, the
prodigal sons to understand our environmental sins, abhor our high carbon lifestyles of moral and
ecological corrosion and return back within the folds of God’s family so that we may live a
Sustainable life, be a part of His grand design and seek our redemption. For it is in our individual
redemptions that the Earth will be redeemed and the our collective sins that pollute the atmosphere
today will be cleansed.
Science has taught us the why, when, what and where of life. But Science alas, does not have all the
answers. If it is answers that we seek, if it is the “How” of life’s mysteries that we want to address, we
have to look within our souls where the Lord resides and follow our conscience which is but His
silent commands bidding us, so that we too may leave behind for our children and their children a
world that is cleaner, greener and more prosperous than what we had inherited. Call that God’s will,
eco-spirituality or environmental stewardship if you may, call that by another any other name if that
makes you happy, BUT, JUST DO IT NOW. For, even if we do not pay heed to the signs now, history
will not treat us kindly. Worse, there may not humans either to read or write the history.
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The Environmental Migrant - The Human face of Climate Change

St. Xavier’s

Global Earth Summit-II
March 29 - 30, 2012
Global Warming and Climate Change will blow their
sulfur breath on the weakest and the most vulnerable,
changing the weather patterns, leading to droughts on the
one hand, and massive displacements - caused by melting
glaciers and sea level rise on the other. This in turn will
come with attending pressure on sweet water resources, so
compounding the problem.
It is now established that the Sunderbans region – covering
parts of India and Bangladesh – will bear the worst burden
of hell's wrath. A moving
sea of humanity,
impoverished and
suffering from hunger and
disease, will march in
search of the “promised
land” – the high ground of
geographical survival and
economic prosperity.
Their suffering has to be
mitigated; they will have to
be provided with food and
shelter; their identity and
status has to be defined:
can those displaced by
e n v i r o n m e n t a l
catastrophes be even
termed as “refugees”? If not, what is their locus standi? Are
we prepared to face the inevitable fall-out of global
warming? What kind of response will be called upon us to
manage the impending disaster? Who will wipe away the

Mr. Rajendra Singh, Waterman of Rajasthan, ‘Speaking from the Heart’

carbon tears of suffering? What can we do to replace them
with sustainable smiles?
On the macro-economic level, we have to reverse the trend,
having set the wheels of climate change in motion.
Workable, sustainable technologies have to be embraced so
that the damage can be mitigated. We have to reduce our
dependence on fossil fuels and find ways and means of
making them cleaner. Going forward, the world also has to
find ways of financing the cost differential for going green.
Last time around, when
the great deluge took
place, God took Noah's
side and helped him build
the Arc that allowed
mankind to get a new lease
of life. Who will provide us
with the technology to rest
on the mountain tops till
the water recedes? Or, will
we all suffer for the sins of
some?
The world has witnessed
many dialogues; it is time
for their implementation.
C o u n t r i e s a n d
communities have argued
their cases, seeking to guard individual, vested interests.
When will we witness the paradigm shift – when “I” will be
replaced by “we” and the new green world will speak as
one?

Dr. S. Xavier, HOD, Watering the Tree of Life

We Need To Act Now
Priyanka Bajaj, B.A. Multimedia, SXC, Kolkata.

In this era of globalization,
there is a global concern awaiting our attention!
First, what is it?
Is it development, is it wars
is it politics, is it economy
or is it terrorism?
NO to all this, but yes to GLOBAL WARMING
cause this is what is most harming...
it is the rise in the surface's temperature,
because of greenhouse gases' enhancing nature.
which is devastating the wonderful living life,
no less but causing a global strife...

The hallowed portals of St. Xavier’s
have been built and nurtured over the
last 154 years by the toils of the Jesuit
Fathers, dedicated faculty and loyal
students. It is a pluralistic and diverse
institution with many departments
framed around the Jesuit tradition of
education that has a distinguished
history spanning five centuries.
St. Xavier’s is also committed to the
cause of social justice and has
therefore devised the rural outreach
programme. It stands for education
with a human face.

Second, what are the causes?
not one, but everyone knows
yes, it is the high emission of greenhouse gases,
it is the energy demands of the growing population,
it is deforestation,
and not to forget from the 1800s the rapid industrialization.
in short it is the humans....

“If there must be a war,
let it be against environment contamination,
nuclear contamination, chemical contamination;
against the bankruptcy of soil and water systems;
against the driving of people away from the lands
as environmental refugees.
If there must be war,
let it be against those who assault people
and other forms of life
by profiteering at the expense of nature’s capacity
to support life.
If there must be war,
let the weapons be your healing hands,
the hands of the world’s youth
in defense of the environment.”

TO SAVE OUR EARTH,
TO SAVE OUR WORLD,
TO SAVE OUR NATURE,
TO SAVE OUR LIFE,

Mustafa Tolba
Former Secretary General
United Nations Environment Programme

Third, how will it affect us?
I am sure we don't know why DO we need to make it a big fuss?
it will...it will lead to the loss of this beautiful world,
the climatic changes, changes in the pattern of rainfall,
change in the flow of the rivers ,
more of floods, droughts, tornadoes and storms,
melting of ice sheets, increase in the water level
and also the extinction of several species...
last but not the least,
it will and will definitely lead to the decline of the human race......
Fourth, what can we do ?
we can..we can cut down the emissions of the greenhouse gases,
save energy, save water, spread awareness,
limit or just put a stop to the use of vehicles moving on fossil fuels.
minimize the rate of pollution,
plant trees and design the environment.

We need to ....
We need to think like David Suzuki,
We need to behave like Wangari Mathai,
We need to work like John Todd.
What we need to do now is to take a bow
and say "WE NEED TO ACT NOW!!!!!!!!"

(David Suzuki is a Japanese Environmentalist, Wangari Mathai is African
Environmental Activist and John Todd is an American Environment Designer)

